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SMUTI SMUTI SMUTI 
An excerpt from a gentle romantic tale that turns tall 
dark and handsome Troy, and Hazel, favourite 
daughter of a prominent racing identity, into 
slathering, slobbering, sweating, slurping, salivating, 
sensuous beasts. Mills & Boon was always like this ... 
almost. You knew what they meant, 





Do unto· others after they have done to you. Better 
late than never to pay back a debt of honour, and 
why not enjoy it with the help of this expert guide by 
Lillian Burton and Anne Jones. __ Po g e 4 
KILLER GREELY Part 6 
HEAD OF THE ESCAPE 
COMMITTEE 
ARE YOU IN LOVE? 
Tune up your brain and get a 50 point safety check 
with our Carnal Knowledge "I think I can, I think I 
can" survey. Ever since Homo Sapiens crawled out of 
the primordial hot tubs the big question has been 
asked again and again. We ask more questions, but 
this time you get answers. University tests prove that 
a Cane Toad quiz is 125% more accurate, 78% more 
effective, used by more dentists, removes plaque and 
cures emotional problems forever! 
__________Page l l 
They say that breaking out is hard to do. Dave z � 
Tyrer 's continuing mini-series of the misunderstood � .. 
Mr. Greely comes to a head. See page 31 for the � 
introduction of the Official Killer Greely Fan Club 0 
torso shirt. Page 6 
WESTERN ROMANCE 
Belle is making out OK on the spread but even 
cowgirls get the lummoxes. Round 'rn up! Get 'ern in! 
Move 'ern out! Raw emotions from Ashleig!l 
Merritt. Po g e 7 
GREETINGS FROM THE 
GUTTER 
More sick Shakespearean Tragedies. Taste, wherefore 
art thou, taste? Page 8 
HUNTERS AND 
GATHERERS IN WOOLIES 
An anthropological study that Margaret Mead would 
be proud to display. Dr. Fischrnann's views of shelf 
life are heavily discounted. page 9 
DRIVE-IN DOUBLE 
FEATURE 
These are the movie double-headers to see when it's 
just you and your car, together, alone, in the dark at 
the Reels on Wheels. Page 14 
TOAD &TRACK 
Special Liftout Premiere Issue of the world's pole 
position car magazine. Keep your hands on the wheel 
and your eyes on the Toad's look under the bonnet of 
carophilia. If you want us we'n be in the back seat 
kissin' and ahuggin' with Johnny__ Le Roi de La 
�� Page lS 
BIG MACK AND THE 
GOOD-TO-GO SKULLS 
Wheels within wheels. For every hubcap, there is a 
reason, turn,turn,turn. Wood N. Top tens us about the 
chrome sirens of the North. Page 2 3 
TOAD BALM 
You think you've got problems? Read how we 
applied the Toadbalrn to many troubled lovers who 
carne to us for advice. It's a special mixture of 
succour and having a good laugh at someone elses 
expense. Page 24 
BRAIN YOGHURT 
Oh, what a terrible feeling! Life in a world where 
"floor it" means more gaffer between your feet and 
the blacktop. Page 25 
DRAMA 
Love hurts, Love kills, Love is a drug. In every horne 
a heartache and in every brain a whole mess of 
chemicals, slopping around as we stagger from one 
emotion to another. Stephen Stockwen warns us 
all. Page 26 
EDITOADITORIAL 
Cars? Romance? Does one lead to the other? I'm 
sorry dipstick, but those days are gone. When the 
road tons, it tons for youse. Page 29 
Dear CTT 
Yet again a whole lot of famous murderers and has 
beens have written in to the CTT trying to get some 
cheap publicity! These totany unsolicited attempts at 
humour have been lying around the bottom of the 
mail bag, until now! Read on. __ Page 29 
THE NEW REICH 
Phew! That was close. But it's not over yet! Here's the 
Plain Truth version of the right to rule. Ail the 
writings of the new right, from "I am Joe's Putsch" to 
"TV Evangelism", upside down, right there in front 
of you. Page 36 
I 1 . 
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sun's fi rst rays softly penetrated the slightlv 
steamed and stained glass windows of the bridal 
suite where Troy and Hazel lay exhausted in a sweat 
studded embrace. Hazel slowly opened her eyes h• 
reveal the deep brown pools of desire that .had fir-;t 
cap tu red Troy's passion. A smile carne to her fu.l 
lips as she nuzzled up to Troy's well musCled nc 
and recalled the ecstasy filled marathon of th 
previous night. 
Jt all began shortly after they left the races. Th, 
had been close beside each other on the way hom� 
so close that she had been able to smell the swe�. t 
seductive odor of warm leather. She had never nw� 
Troy before today but little did she realise he had 
been watching her for some time. Often he had 
paused to watch the captivating play of fine muscle.:. 
beneath her velvet skin. The smallest glimpse Pi 
Hazel's form was enough to send Troy into p�lsat­
ing spasms of unspeakable desire. To be in pnv.ate with her alone, except for the driver, was sendJn.h 
him wild with lust. 
It was then that he lost control and began to stroke 
her thigh. He could feel her tense at first then. 
re l<:' 
under his probing touch. Barely able to conta1n h�:> 
manhood, he moaned as he slowly caressed. 
her 
silken flesh and captured the tip of one brea� t be: 
ween pleasure-giving lips, loving the nipple to (�:/� 
throbbing life. Hazel couldn't wait. She nudged · 1 
efforts into action by rubbing against his s.teel ;l���i love truncheon. The musky smell of passiOn 1 t , 
the air as he ripped away the blanket that separa ��· 
their bodies with his teeth and plunged his todf,i.�<-: 
d�ep into the inviting depths of her already _,,�s1f,1 
pmg love canaL Hazel was unable to suppn::. -
I f f 
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gasp as his tongue found her cauliflower alive and 
waiting. 
Suddenly the car stopped . The driver opened the 
door. Troy and Hazel collected themselves and step­
ed out, half trotting to the bridal suite. T hey stood 
there for what seemed an eternity but was only 43 
onds, waiting for the driver to unlock the portal 
:o the arena of their orgasmic olympics. 
rhe instant the door was opened they rushed in­
-.Jde and joined in an embrace of absolute passion. 
The sheer force of his pumping fleshy bayonet was 
lifting .her from the ground and held her i n  a bounc­
ing trance balanced on the end of his quivering 
member. Her mysterious grotto was a juicy target 
for the shots of pure ecstacy from his rampant love 
gun. His blue veined junket pump became a living 
fountain within cupid's cove. 
"l. suppose a fuck's out of the question," he 
qu1pped. 
Tossing back her head, shaking loose her fiery ma�e of ha?-, Hazel lashed out with her hind leg whtch only mcreased Troy's passion. · 
Hind leg?! It was more of a glistening shank with a really 
_cute f.etlock a-lather with love splurry. Her thrashmg tall and sweat soaked withers of black ��lvet indicated that this was only the beginning. Its ears coc�ed forward as his joy wand once again be�me a . stiffening heatseeking moisture missile, u.� amessmg the depths of their animal passion. 









I read somewhere that romantic fiction is for women who want to be reassured of the connection between sex and love. Boy meets girl, girl thinks boy looks like 
fascist turkey, but becomes aware of strange 
stirrings. Girl has rotten time. Girl has close 
encounter with boy's "rugged masculinity'' 
and/or "hardening manhood", and thinks 
things are starting to look up. Boy confesses to 
being quite rich. Boy marries girl. Connection 
conffuried. · 
Of cours! in real life the connection can look 
pretty shonky. Boy joins New Right and em­
harasses girl to death. Boy meets girl, boy 
meets another girl with great legs and boiled 
lentils for brains. This is where revenge comes 
in. 
Revenge is for women who want t? b� reassure� of �he 
connection between sex and natural JUStice. It won t bnng 
the bastard back, but once you:ve finishe� with, hUJ:t, Y,OU won't want him b3ck. Not even 1f he prom1ses he s bnngmg 
a real Labor government with him. It is absolutely i?'pos­
sible to maintain any unrequited love, lust or domestic con­
cern for anyone whose ugly demise you have planned fifty 
three times. 
The first step is to convince yourself that you're the wron­
ged party. The only wronged party. Seize t�e high mor�l 
ground early on. There mignt not be much of 1t, but make 1t 
yours. There must be something you can pin ?n hi� - they 
usually lie, that's always a good standby. 'No, I m �ot . 
jealous because he's run off Wlth a fifteen yea� old Latv1an 
lion tamer. I just wish he'd been more honest Wlth me. And I 
worry about her politics ... " Bullshit honey. If he'd left you 
for Winnie Mandela and they'd asked you along to help out 
with the revolution, you'd still be putting liis favourite . 
records �hrough the garbage disposal and altering all his 
trousers mto flares. 
�· · .. r . 
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Learning the Emo 
Here's the manual for the 3 R's- Romance, Retribution and 
Revenge. Cane Toad Times brings you #23 in the series Learning 
the Emotions. We'll bring you the first 22 soon. 
Right now your life may have vase line on the lens. But it won't 
last. Romance leads to.only one thing. Disaster. That's when 
you're ready for Retribution and Revenge. This handy Guide to the 
Emotions is full of practical hints on maximum vengeance. 
If you're a sensitive man the hairs will stand up on the back of 
your scrotum. If you're a woman, and have been wronged by a 
professional golfer or a bearded feminist or just some aork with a 
really nice torso, you may end up with blood on your hands but 
you'll get a warm feeling inside. 
Now you're ready for revenge. But remember Retribution 
Therapy is pure theory. I'm not suggesting for a minute that 
you put any of this into action. Lots of it's illegal. I've never 
done any of this stuff. Well just a little bit, once. Really it's 
the ?,lotting that counts. If you must lie awake at night, 
don t torture yourself with 1dentikit pictures of Her, plot 
your next move. When you're tempted by gin, a warm bath 
and the Sara Lee Solution, run tlirough your plan. Add a 
few sub-plots. Write in a small part for William Hurt. In no 
time at all you'll be feeling less like the little match girl, and 
more like Catwoman. 
Do keep it stylish. Revenge can be a messy thing in the 
hands of the amateur. Knives and arson are rarely justified, 
and shrapnel bombs went out in the early seventies. Avoid 
excess, never write yourself into a comer, and above all 
keep it appropriate. Here's a few basic game plans for 
begmners in everyday situations. Please note: I have never 
been wronged by a woman or a professional golfer. Readers 
who have suffered thus should feel free to ad.:Ub around the 
general idea. 
The mid life crisis 
He's on the brink of turning 30, 19 or 23. He's get­
ting older, and he's still with you and Ian the pig dog. 
Fuck, what if he got to like it!? He dumps you and 
Ian for a meaningless relationship with a lentil head. 
He claims he told you at the start he wasn't ready for 
a serious commitment. He did not. He said he wan-
ted to suck your toes and wax ·your car. Consider 
your options ... 
• Become firm friends with Lentil Head. Advise her (in a 
sisterly fashion) that he'll never really enjoy fucking un­
less slie hums a medley of "Having MJ, Baby", "Stand By 
Your Man", and "My Jesus Has Come '. Everytime. 
• Take out a full page ad in the National Times on Sun­
day, asking her to marry him. Make it convincing, mind. 
Signing it "To Lentil Head from your New Emotional 
Cripple" could give the game away. For the wedding 
day, organize a flying wedge of rainbow clad ex­
girlfriend bridesmaids to sprint down the aisle at the last 
minute. Rehearse them rigorously. When the priest asks 
if anyone knows any reason why etc, that's their cue to 
wink at the groom, chorus ''Not a word! Sturn, cobber!". 
whistle something casual, and gaze heavenwards. 
• Be prepared. He might come back in the lull before the 
next crisis. Tell him you're a man. 
The Sexual Poseur 
You've done it dressed as a Mormon in the queue at 
MacDonalds, in the boot of the car at the tick gates, 
and during the chook raffle at a Socialist Left meet­
ing. You've explored all of the non-fatal possibilities 
of Four Corners, frozen bananas and industrial bins. 
Mostly you wished you had a nail file with you at the 
time. Now he's walking out on you because you 
tions #23 
draw the line at dressing up as a lawn bowler and 
doing it at the laundromat. You could ... 
• Wait until he's about two blocks up the street before 
you start throwing the bananas, the ABBA masks, the 
bamix etc. By now you should have the attention of the 
entire neighbourhood and a passing News Overnight 
crew, whicb is when you holler "I fal<ed the orgasms Ior 
the first six months, and since then I've been pretending I 
was doing it with David Lange!" If you're feelin� far too 
fragile to take immediate action, spray painting It on his 
car is a good second option. 
• Organize a friend with a brisk, clinical voice to make a 
phone call. Give her this script. "Hello, I'm calling from 
the contact tracing service at the STD clinic ... No Sir, I'm 
not joking ... Look Sir, if I were you I'd take this very 
seriously ... We have reason to believe you may be ex­
periencing certain symptoms ... I'm' .sorry Sir, I'm not at 
liberty to disclose our patients' identities, but I must ask 
whether you're experiencing t difficulty in achieving 
an erection, as yet ... I see ... (mu ed conversation off phone: 
Doctor, this contact case reckons can still get it up ... No I 
think he's serious ... okay) Sorry to bother you Sir, we'll 
check back with you in a week." 
Male Feminists 
I've never been wronged by a male feminist. I've 
never managed to stay awake long enough. No I 
don't mean actual nice blokes. I mean those bores 
who've been saying nothing more adventurous than 
''Me too" since they read a review of the Female 
Eunuch in the dentist's waiting room in 1972. Just 
when you're enjoying a particufarly fetching view of 
Greg Matthew's bum the man in your life trots out 
his theory on the role of the patriarchy in broadcast­
ing. 
You endure his feminist/semiotic/deep ecology analysis 
of your favourite movie, and there just doesn't seem a nght 
moment to point out how much you liked the scene With 
the pink jelly and all those garbage bags. Why is he talking 
so mucht Doesn't he think you kno}V a patriarchy when you 
see one? When he fmally leaves you for a sixteen year old 
with perfect teeth who urgently needs help spotting the 
phallo1ogocentrism in the-rlietonc of t.he Tasmaman Wilder­ness Socrety there's really only one ratwnal response. 
• Tell him you'd like one last night with him and his 
friends from Men Re-Workshopping Patriarchy. Your 
treat. Take them to some really tacky porn. (Choose care­
fully. You don't want the real stuff, with upsetting 
chamsaws. Just lots of awful acting and really uncom­
fortable sex.) Ease into this one. Begin with knowing 
chuckles whenever anyone lunges at anyone else's tits. 
Work up to shrieking during moments of penetration. By 
this stage your enjoyment will be genuine- the members 
of M.R.P. will be writhing in their seats, struggling with 
severe ideological crises and the occasional erection. Play 
with their knees. Do bold things with your choc-top. 
Scream "Where's the donkey sex(!" Moan a lot. You'll be 
needing a quiet moment during the credits to compose 
yourself ana dry your eyes. As soon as the lights come 
up, tell them you just love post-modernism, and bolt. 
01<ay, I've done this one. I I<now I said I hadn't been 
wronged by a male feminist. I just wanted to be sure he 
didn't call again. 
Minor Offences 
and Old Fish 
Got the general idea? You'll need some general pur­
pose curses for minor offences, or just to cheer you 
up while you fine tune the master plan. I favour 
domestic curses. May your iron spit rust and bits of 
old cockroach. May your hairdryer melt and smell 
really bad. May you be forced to live in a communal 
house with a .ver;, complex roster. Save "May you 
grow a hairy back ' for when you're really mad. 
Avoid the cliches. A dead fish in the mail is still cool, but 
packing prawns into his hubcaps is horribly dated. If you 
must bring an innocent automobile into this, empty two tins 
of no frilfs tuna into those little air vents in front of the 
windscreen, where the gum leaves always get stuck forever. 
Dobbi11g him into the Drug Offensive will only leave you 
feeling cheap, but a hopeful and inquisitive Tetter to the 
Mormons on his behalf will keep you wann all winter. 
If you're not up to direct action, fate can be a great com­
fort. For those who are prepared to bide their time, there's 
the prolonged thrill of watcbing him gain fifteen kilos, lose 
half his hair, and raise three children with a passion for 
guinea pigs. It's slow, but it's good. 
LILLIAN BURTON 
Revenge 
H ow do you get out of a relationship and why? OK, so it's lots of things . but there's always a point when the crunch comes. I once broke off 
a six month relationship because my lover 
didn't like "Eraserhead". Some things are 
sacred. 
Years before "Eraserhead", I was going out with a 
journalism student, Peter. He drove a beaten up MGA and a 
worried look. I studied architecfure; young, green, middle 
class- both of us. It was summer. It was serious. 
We played that summer in a ranch style-house in Chapel 
Hill. It belonged to a doctor (\Tid-his family. They were in 
Europe while our friend Ken was minder. 
About 20 friends lived it up a little. We swam and lounged 
by the pool, we partied, we cooked and enjoyed. I distinctly 
remember discovering capers in the depths of their rapidly 
diminishing pantry. A maJor rulinary insight for me. 
My affair with Peter started as we talked and drank by the 
pool. I don't remember what we had in common. It couldn't 
possibly have been a meeting of minds. But we settled into 
It fast. Nothing like good, regular sex to lull you into a 
relationship. 
It was my first conventional boyfriend/girlfriend situation 
for quite a while. I lived with a group of very committed but 
unconventional feminists. They all had boyfriends, which 
was a black mark for a start. When Peter appeared on the 
scene, they were practically excited. 
"Isn't it great? Now we've all got boyfriends ... ", they said 
with a certain amount of relief. 
The comment shocked me. Were they serious? 
But soon we were all back partying by the pool. 
Everyone was very wild that summer after November 11. 
We maintained our ragin�. We talked about politics and 
love. I said I didn't believe m it. 
But that didn't stop me doing it. It was a hot summer, but 
not long. 
The doctor's family were only away for six weeks. When 
they returned, they discovered a certain amount of wear 
and tear on their beautiful ranch-style home in Chapel Hill. 
They weren't real pleased. 
Irritation deepened when a used condom was discovered 
in a waste paper basket in the bedroom of the youngest 
child. Our friend Ken was in coventry. To square it he ar­
ranged a huge feature article about the family's overseas 
tom and a pFtoto in the social pages of the Telegraph. The 
gesture backfjred. They were supposedly accompanying the 
good doctor at an international conference. The whole ihing 
was meant to be a tax deduction. 
The relationship didn't last long either. It ended at my 
house. To this day I'm still not sure what happened. Peter 
and I were in the kitchen. I said something I wouldn't today. 
He went to the fridge, took out the cold water and swigged 
straight from the bottle. 
"Don't do that," I said. "Use a glass." 
"You don't love me anymore." 
"What?" I was amazed. 
"If you loved me you wouldn't tell me not to drink out of 
the water bottle." 
Was he serious? Was he right? Was it a test? Whatever, he 
walked out of the house at fhat moment and never returned. 
I was pretty confused, I'm telling you right now. But the 
worst was yet to come. Every member of my considerable 
acquaintance, and more besides, rapidly learnt that I'd 
broken Peter's heart. I had taken this fine strapping young 
man and reduced him to jelly. What a bitch. rriends rep­
preached me for months. 
But it didn't stop there. Oh no. Journalism students write 
stories for student newspapers. Peter wrote a story for the 
first issue that year, for the new students. It was about 
University life, about exams and lectures, about politics and 
argument, about drinking coffee in the refectory, aboul 
parties and tragic love affairs. Ours. 
He wrote something I'd said to him once. 
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BAKER! 
She could tell he was a lummox because there had been many lummoxes in her life, and many mistakes. 
But Belle Austin was just a fool for lummoxes. And she knew it. . 
B elle nudged her hat to the back of her head and leaned the chair back on its hind legs, stretching her legs out straight on the rail. Porch sitting 
after sundown was one of her favourite pas­
times. The still hot air of day would start to 
cool and sweeten with the night and crickets 
would start up somewheres off in the distance. 
With not a soul in sight, it sure was peaceful -
just how Belle had planned it to be. For the 
past twelve months Belle had worked the 
ranch on her own. It was hard work but she 
enjoyed it. It was keeping her out of trouble. It 
was keeping her straight. 
Red dust settled on her boots; her levis, if they weren't 
worn so thin, would have stood on their own. Strands of her 
hair had escaped their twisted plait only to be matted to the 
sides of her face. She untied the kerchief from her neck and 
wiped the sweat and dust from her face1 then got up a�d 
went inside to the kitchen where she stnpped to the watst 
and washed herself <�t the sink with some fresh water she'd 
retrieved from the well. Hard work, tired muscles - honest 
work. 
Before going to �ed that n!ght, Belle made ?ut a list of 
provisions that she d be needmg from the store m the morn­
mg. Pleased with herself, the ranch, and maybe even the 
world, Belle slept soundly that night. 
Belle Austin would not survive the first six months, the 
townsfolk had prophesied when the Eastern br�d la�y ar­
rived on the weekly stagecoach and declared her mtentwns. 
"No woman has ever worked a ranch alone and made a go 
of it" they said to each other, "and certainly no woman from 
the East that's never seen a real day's work in her life!" 
"She's just plum loco" the saloon rats agreed. 'The sooner 
she fails and goes back to whoever or wnatever she left be­
hind, the happier we'll all be." 
Lily, from her end of the bar, raised an eyebrow but said 
nothing. 
Belle Austin was much more than any of them had im­
agined. She was much tougher, much more determined and 
much more resilient than any of the locals had reckoned on. 
lily wished she'd taken bets on it. Every month when Belle 
came in for supplies, more and more people were prepared 
to say howdy to the fiesty gal from the Q-Bar ranch. 
"A little crazy" theY. said, "enjoys her own comr,any too 
much, but god-dang tf she don't have what it takes. ' 
Belle had her usual breakfast the next morning 
cornbread, coffee and eggs - then got dressed and ready for 
town. With the sacks ana empty barrels in the wagon, the 
horses ready and the other animals fed, Belle checked her 
list before setting off. Once before, early on, she'd realized 
halfway to town that she'd forgotten something and had to 
turn back. But not these days. Belle was organised and 
prepared for anything- or so she thought. 
Approaching the outskirts of Warm Springs, Belle felt a 
littfe queasy. She knew what it was and laugfied at her own 
apprehension. It happened every month wnen she came in 
from being on her own and had to deal with a lot of people. 
"Hell, they ain't no �ila monsters or rattlesnakes or noth­
ing," she told herself, 'just plain ordinary folk like you used 
to be with in Chicago." 
But Chicago was a long ways in the past and Belle wasn't 
going back to remember. She nudged !fie horses and headed 
mto town. 
The Warm Springs Hardware and Agricultural Supply 
'Store had just about everything a rancher could thin"k to 
want. And then some. It was owned and run, and had been 
for the past thirteen years, by George and Harriett 
Featherstone, a couple not out to get rich, just out to make a 
living. Over the past few visits Belle and Harriett had gotten 
to know each other pretty well - as well as loner and 
storekeeper can. Harriett knew enough not to pry and Belle 
didn't ta1k much about the past so they talked mainly about 
the ranch and goings-on in fhe town. 
"There's a big dance comin' up soon" Harriett told Belle, 
"and before you go sayin9 no right off, George and I've 
been talking it over and we d like you to come as our guest. 
Maybe we could line you up 'l'.rith a nice fella from around 
these parts. What do you say?" 
"Well I hope he likes cowgirls" Belle laughed. "Harriett, 
look at me"]elle went on, "I wouldn't know what to wear 
or what to say or how to act, and I can't dance. No, I'd just 
feel uncomfortable." 
"Well, it's not for six weeks yet," Harriett said, "so you can 
still change your mind." 
Belle liked to finish her day in town with a beer at the 
Every Chance Saloon. Sometimes she'd buy some alcohol 
for those long nights at the ranch and sometimes she'd sit at 
a table watchmg the saloon rats who were watching for Lily. 
Belle did change her mind about the dance. Maybe be­
cause she was feeling pleased with progress on the ranch 
and maybe because sne thought she could use a little fun. 
W hatever reason, Belle spent a week of nights handsev.�ng 
an outfit especially for the occasion. 
"Hell, I deserve it" she said to the chickens, '1 may just go 
out and have me some fun." 
No-one in Warm Springs had ever seen Belle Austin 
spruced up before. And spruced prettier than a heifer she 
was. With ncr hair washed and combed on top and wearing 
a dress drawn at the waist, she was prettier than even she 
remembered. Harriett was pleased that her new friend had 
consented to join them and took the time to introduce her to 
some people she might like. But Belle had already seen 
someone she liked and it made her sick at heart. She tried 
not to notice him, to look away, but her gaze kept wander­
ing back to that part of the hall. 
She could tell he was a lummox because there had been 
many lummoxes in her life, and many mistakes. But Belle 
Austin was just a fool for lummoxes. And she knew it. 
"He's just a drifter" Harriett said in reply to Belle's en­
quiry about the tall, lanky cowboy slouchmg against the 
wall, hat in hand. '1 don't think I've seen him around these 
parts before. You don't want to bother with him. Here, come 
and meet the editor of our town paper." 
Belle let herself be led away by her well meaning friend, 
but her thoughts remained With the lummox. 
"So he's a drifter, eh?" she thought, "just passing through. 
That's good. No complications. No drawn out scenes. No­
one need ever find out about it." 
It was a set-up Belle could handle. She'd ask him if he 
wanted a couple of days work before moving on and then 
he could be at the ranch v.rithout raisin' suspicion. It was 
perfect. She'd even ask George to arrange it for her. 
The cowboy joined Belle at the Q-Bar ranch and they 
worked hard all day. At sunset, Belle shared her porch and 
her alcohol ..... �th him and at night they shared her bed. They 
didn't talk much. Both were used to being on their own . He 
stayed a month before moving on. The ranch was looking 
better than ever, and so was Belle. , 
Next trip into town, Belle pokerfaced her way through 
some tricky g_uestions from ner friend Harriett, but she 
couldn't fool Lily. 
Lily brought a bottle to the table and sat down. 
"Lookin' good, Belle" she grinned. 
"Lookin' pretty good yourself, Iii." Belle grinned back. 







An Anthropological Study 
I t certainly didn't look good from the start. There was absolutely nothing to eat. With the cold air slowly wrapping around his feet, Bertlemann stared 
blankly into the refrigerator in silent disbelief. 
Christ, it was only a couple of months ago he 
went shopping. There must be something! 
Nothing. The thought of ·going down to 
Toowong Woolies at eleven on a Saturday 
morning made him shudder. He remembered 
the last time, and it was very ugly business in­
deed. 
Oambering into the battered purple Transit Van he knew 
the trip woUld be as pleasurable as bobbing for stone fish 
but he had to do it. The problem was that trouble seemed to 
follow Bcrtlemann like sharks follow a trawler. Disappear­
ing in a cloud of thick black smoke, Bertlemann was off on 
an errand that made the tasks of Ullysscs look like a clam­
bake. 
As she put the last touches to her makeup she could 
see in the mirror the reflection of the wheelchair. A 
pang of guilt shot through her heart, but what could 
she do? She was a healthy woman with healthy urges 
that needed satisfying. 
She grabbed her bag and quickly made her way to the 
door being careful not to look at the lifeless stumps. Backing 
the desert white Carla Zampatti Lazer down the driveway a 
tear came to the eye as the words echoed in her ears, ''Ruby, 
don't take your love to Woolies." 
They were a fine pair of strapping lads down from 
Quilpie for the weekend to attend the Annual Holden 
Club Barbeque. Kevin and Bradley Muller loved 
Holdens with a passion and considered all other cars 
feral. 
To them it was a religion and their EK ute was an icon. But 
God, was it a top unitT All these boys were interested in this 
weekend was to eat steak, drink beer and have a good chat 
about Holdens. But first they had to go Woolies and get 
some meat... raw meat. 
Bertlemann entered the car park in his usual manner, 
totally out of control. The only way he could slow 
himself down was to yank furiously on the 
handbrake and slam sideways into a parked Carla 
Zampatti Lazer. "So far so good." He thought to him­
self "Now the hard part." He entered the super­
market, selected the best trolley he could find and 
made his way to the meat section. 
Bertlemann was never one to be impressed by the fancier 
cut of meat so he went straight to his old favourite, mince. 
What this man could do with mince would scare most 
people. His speciality was Meatloaf Surprise. It usually tur­
ned out however more like Meatloaf Shock! Horror! Many a 
dinner party had to be cut short with half the guests bemg 
rushed to casualty to have their stomachs pumped. 
Bertlemann liked the feel of mince, especially the way it 
kept his fingernails clean. He selected nis usual supply of 
twenty kilos and made his way past a couple of CO';ffitry 
boys complaining bitterly to the cutter about the Wimpy 
thickness of the steaks. He ignored the fracas and moved on 
towards the bread. 
He was always confused at the bread section as he con­
sidered that there were just too many types. For him there 
was just one type, the traditional Tip Top White Sandwich 
loaf. He never trusted people who bought multi-grain bread 
and thought they were trymg to prove something. He didn't 
know what but he wasn't gomg to be swayed. 
He manoeuvred his trolley towards the frozen food section 
and past a couple of Nigenan exchange students who w�re 
smiling nervously at a packet of frozen party piCs. 
Bertlemann was always uncomfortable with w�at he cal�ed 
ethnics. To say that Bertlcmann was paranOid was like 
describing the universe as big. 
Bertlcmann had to battle his way past a group of people he 
pitied the most... the poor sods at the delicatessen. Why 
• 
They couldn't believe it, a whole section devoted solely to sauces. 
There was about fifty metres of shelf space fully. stocked of sauce 
imaginable. It was a vertiable Phil Spector Wall of Sauces. 
they subjected themselves to such human sufferi.ng he. could never figure out. He could see the hopelessness m their eyes 
as they pathetically clutched onto thw plastic number wait­
ing for service that would never come. He remembered the 
same look in pictures of prisoners in Auschwitz. 
It was about this time the Muller brothers had come across 
the sauce section. They couldn't believe it, a whole section 
devoted solely to sauces. There was about fifty metres of 
shelf space fully stocked of sauce imaginable. It was a verti­
able Phil Spector Wall of Sauces. They had never seen any­
thing like this back horne in Quilpie. Kevin slumped to his 
knees, slack jawed. Bradley wept openly. It was beautiful. 
In a desperate bid to gain some control of the situation, 
Bertlernann decided to make his way to the fruit and 
vegetable section. No sooner had he got there when he 
noticed a certain electricity in the air. A definite heat was 
being generated bY. the other shoppers. Berttemann always 
abhorred the tactile responses the fruit and veg section 
evoked. He could never understand why people had to 
squeeze the living daylights out of them. 
He looked over aghast to see a young woman fondling a 
large aubergine. "Egad, voodoo!" He though to himself. It 
was worse than four o'clock at the Shake'ern Up Disco. 
There was bad Ju-Ju at work here and it was time to get out. 
He grabbed a Skg bag of potatoes and went over to the line 
up at the vegetable weighmg station. 
Looking around, he couldn't believe the amount of 
vegetables people bought. This new obsession with fruit and 
vegetables was deddeilly unhealthy. Who did these people 
actually think they were fooling? When the big day comes, 
all the vegetables in the world aren't going to save these 
useless bastards. 
Bertlemann was corning up to the end of the weigh up line 
when out of the corner of nis eye he saw this scraggfy ?ld 
blue haired woman push her way up to the front ofthe !me 
with a bag of onions to weigh. That was it. He snapped. She 
didn't even see the left hook coming as it shot her teeth 
flying in�o the cauliflower section. He was impressed that 
the nuggety old bitch was still standing. So with an upper 
cut to tne midrift that would have made Jake LaMota 
proud, he slammed her into the table of Granny Smith Ap­
ples. One of life's bitter ironies he thought. 
The other shoppers were frozen by the tableau of horror 
unveiling before them. Being quick to realize a bad situation 
when he saw one, Bertlemann decided to get the hell out of 
there before the others got ugly. He leapt up, grabbed his 
trolley fled towards the checkout. He was lucky - the two 
people between him and the checkout quickly Jumped out 
of tne way as Bertlemann came barrelling down upon them 
screaming "TORA TORA TORA!!" 
A group of pensioners sitting on "Death Row" trying to 
escape tne midday heat, stared blankly as this vision of 
frothing madness flashed passed them. It was never like this 
at the o1d BCC. Just as Bertlemann has thought he had made 
good his escape, a young German lad with a duck under his 
arm stepped out. 
"Entschtildigen Sic bitte. 1st das deine Ente?" 
"Entschuldigen Sie bitte up your bum!" Bertlernann yelled 
back and ran the nazi over. At the exit he noticed a group of 
people trying to calm down an hysterical woman whose car 
had been harpooned by a purple Transit Van. "Christ! I'm 
surrounded by wimps!" Bertlemann thought. His mind 
raced. Then he remembered the words of his grandfather. 
''Trim high and you'll make the section." What ever that 
meant was anyone's guess. 
Just then a gleaming white Holden ute screeched to a stop 
in front of him. "Get in, you useless poofter!" Bertlernann 
dumped the contents of his trolley in the back and jumped 
in. The ute howled out of the carpark and fishtailed up the 
road. Bcrtlemann stared at his groceries rolling around the 
back of what was probably tne finest holden ute in the 
southern hemisphere, going to God knows where with a 
couple of lunatics from Qwlpie. Jesus, if that wasn't what 














ROMANCE STORY (I) 
Suddenly the door flew 
open and the Duke burst 
into the room ... 
His first thoughts were 
to hold her, caress 
her, love her ... 
She answered him by 
offering her lips ... 
They melted together. 
"I'll never leave you 
alone, Cynthia ... 








a. Isn't it about time you had that bone 
marrow transplant? ....... ..... : .... 10 
b. You can talk! - with boogers hangmg out 
of your nose! ........................ 7 
c. Gee that malawash sure smells nice .... 6 
d. It's no good wiping them on your pants 
either Snotface ....................... 5 
e. That'� a very sick elephant you've got 
there ............................... 3 
Question 2 
a. Why not use a videocamera, you pervertO 
b. It's OK, it's only Snoopy .............. 3 
c. Stop picking the obvious answers ...... 5 
d. Like a Tropicana Tetra pak ........... 10 
Question 3 
a. And there's still25 and a half miles to 
b. ft0��pp��� �·l�t; d����;t it; j�t· ���k �t .. 0 
the piTe of them outside your wmdow .10 
c. Just as well. The rest of you is terrible!: . 5 d. You better go back to Mills and Boon, if 
Jackie Col.1iils is too much for you ...... 3 
Question 4 
a. The mouth boggles! . ·
,
· . . . . . . . . .  : ... . . 
b.� �fe��� .��� �� � ��� ��.�� · · 6 
c. Anything Killer Greely can do, you can 
do better ......... ...... ............. 8 
d. Under Relationship Enhancement ..... 0 
Question 5 
a. Is that tax deductible? ................ 2 
b. Hey, what have you got against mooses?O 
c. And take off that raincoat, too!. ....... 10 
d. Just bat those big brown bayful eyes -
you'll never loo:K back! ......... ...... 5 
Question 6 
a. Well, it sure beats napalm ............. 4 
b. Go back to the dentist and have your 
teeth retuned ........................ 1 
c. One of you has leukemia - but which 
one? .............................. 10 
d. And you too, Gidget ................. 3 
Question 7 
a. It really hurts if they're stuck to your ann 
hairs when you rip them off ........... 0 
b. You're Dick Smiili ................... 2 
c. So what- they'll die smelling of roses ... 8 
d. But don't forget the con�om .. ·: .. . . .. 5 
e. You look so cute in that little white and 
blue hat ........................... 10 
Question 8 
a. What do you mean unexpected? ....... 7 
b. You get a sanding ovation ............ 2 
c. Unfortunately your mouth only 
murmers .......................... 10 
d. You've got to learn to control your 
impulses ...................... , ..... 5 
Question 9 
a. Last time you h�d one it ate fo.ur raincoats and died face down m a bucket 
of grain ............................. 5 
b. Again? ............................. 8 
c. Is It a FUX machine or a 1954 Siemens? 10 
d. Are you sure? There's a bit of life in that 
one yet .................. ........... 2 
Question 10 
a. Terminal Bilitis!. ..................... 4 
b. And get back to work ................ 0 
c. More of a bovine form, actually ........ 5 
d. Lovingly .......................... 10 
Question 11 
a. He sang it about you, Sebastian . ...... 10 
b. If only you could remember it ...... . .. 7 
c. Yes, but the foot bone is connected to the 
heart bone isn't it? ................... 9 
d. And Hemingway punches you in the 
mouth .............................. 5 
Question 12 
a. Stop shagging ....................... 2 
�.· 0�c�lJ��� t�.g�t·��t {;�� �d�r· th�t 10 
hatrack ............................. 5 
d. Russ ............................... 0 
Question 13 
a. Lips? What are lips? .................. 5 
b. Boy, it's hot. Let's take our clothes off .. 10 
c.��� ��;�rt�.��� ��  .���t.a�·e· �� ���.e6 
d. If the Auschwitz, wear it. ............. 2 
Question 14 
a. And you look exactly like him ......... 1 
b. You still call Chemobyl home ......... 5 
c. Why don't you fuck off to Oub Med ... 8 
d. And that's when you woke up ....... 10 
THE SCORES 
100- 150 
Still hoping, huh. You've got it bad. 
Interpersonal relationships mightn't 
be what they used to be when you 
were listening to Peter, Paul and 
Mary but you still trot out the 
candlelight and roses every time you 
want to get laid. It doesn't work, does 
it? Try alcohol. 
50-99 
You moo a lot. 
1 -49 
There's more ·to love than sex, you 
know. There isn't? Well, all right 
then. 
Love - Dizzy spells, shortness of 
breath, that hard lump in your 
p�nts, that swelling in your 
bosom. It takes over completely. 
It's really stupid. And bad for 
you. You ,can't concentrate. You 
can't sleep. Morpheus' bosom is 
filled with the anguish of separa­
tion. 
You can't eat - after five days you 
can only manage a chicken 
sandwich. The lyrics of all the 
really putrid love songs start 
mentioning you. Looking in the 
mirror, you see a strong 
resemblance to Nick Nolte, or 
Sigourney Weaver. In fact, you 
look more like the alien. You start 
talking to yourself. Your classic is 
"I can go out! I don't have to stay 
home in case they ring!" 
You feel inadequate and prudish 
all of a sudden. You become very 
aware of your body - and some­
body else's. It's all so stupid and 
pointless and cliche ridden! You 
know - when you feel that pain in 
your chest and it builds up, you 
can't breathe! You actually feel a 
pain in your heart and you think, 
''This is ridiculous! It must have 
been the chicken!" 
THE QUESTIONS 
1 . Every time you see 
the object of your 
desire you ... 
a. go all squelchY: 
b. can't he1p thinking they've ;:mt on a 
little weight around the love 
handles 
c. spray the nearest lamp post 
d. make sure there are no boogers 
hanging out of xour nose 
e. take It out of the box 
2. Someone's 
coming for you at 5 
o'clock. You ... 
a. stick around to watch 
b. Bank right, Biggles 
c. Check again for boogers 
d. Put the champagne on ice and slip 
into something comfortable 
3 Your pulse is 
r�cing, your palms 
are sweaty and you 
are panting ... 
a. You are Robert de Castella 
b. All that "just good friends" shit is 
about to go out the. window c. You have acute angma 
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4. Your partner 
suggests using an 
electrical device. 
You ... 
a. wonder if your toothbrush is up to it 
b. blush, but agree as you feel that it 
will add another dimension to the 
relationship 
c. feel the earth move (and the active 
wire is a little loose too) 
d.look it up in your Dick Smith 
catalogue 
5. A moose is giving 
you the eye. You ... 
a. give it a receipt 
b. decide to change deodorants 
c. stop standing under the hatrack 
d. feel horny too 
6. You keep hearing 
violins and the sound 
of crashing waves 
whenever your 
beloved is near 
a. You love the smell of Gidget in thEe' 
morning 
b. You are picking up ABC-FM 
through: xour Iillmgs 
c. And they re playing your tune 
d. Tell Stephan Grapelh to get the fuck 
off the beach and stop following 
you 
7. You find out your 
partner has AIDS. 
You ... 
a. say Bob Geld of is one of your 
favourites, too 
b. love the smell of gadgets in the 
morning 
c. unexpectedly give them flowers 
d. console them m the most intimate of 
ways 
e. put on your Florence Nightingale 
uniform 
8. Someone rushes 
up to you and 
unexpectedly gives 
you flowers ... 
a. You are dead 
b. You've just been playing a violin 
concerto on the beach 
c. Your heart sings 
d. You unexpectedly give them back 
9. They tell you to 
expect the pitter 
patter of tiny feet. 
a. Tell them you don't like hamsters 
b. Reach for the gin bottle, coat hanger, 
horse, top-of-the-stairs, Children By 
Choice emergency number, cigar 
c. Lie down ancf wait for the massage 
to start 
d. Decide it's time to buy a new 
condom 
10. You wake up in 
the morning. 
Everthing is soft focus 
and rosey. You ... 
· a. decide to quit the David Hamilton 
movie 
b. clean the blood off your contact 
lenses 
c. turn and gaze admiringly at the 
supine form beside you 
d. throw up 
1 1 . Little Arrows keep 
lodging in your heart. 
You ... 
a. are in a Leapy Lee song. 
b. show the Pigmy Ban dar the good 
sign of the Phantom. 
c. Tell the acupuncturist that the pain 
was in your foot. 
d. Thank God for that bible in your 
breast pocket. 
12. You feel weak at 
the knees ... 
a. You'll just have to give it a break 
until the carpet burns heal 
b. You are getting butterfly kisses on 
the backs of tnem 
c. The moose is giving you head and 
the antlers are severing your 
hamstrings 
d. We're amazed you can still walk 
13. You can't 
concentrate. 
a. And that last number almost burnt a 
hole in your lip 
b. And all you want to do is ... 
c. Go on, get it out of the box and get it 
over and done with 
d. You lose your job in the 
concentration camp 
14. You realise that 
you will spend the 
rest of your life with 
this person. 
a. You are Killer Greely's cellmate 
b. You are l'oined at the hip 
c. That wil teach you for trying self­
discovery 







Part One of Barbara 
Hartland's New Novel 
New Romance 
H e was fabulously wealthy. He was fabulously handsome. He was fabulously witty and fabulously charming. He was fabulously in­teresting and everybody thought he was fabulously fabulous. He even had a religious experience once when an angel descended from heaven and told him he would grow up to be fabulous and God thought so too. He was pretty fabulous, so they were right weren't they? 
She wasn't so fortunate. Raised by waterfowl who pecked 
out her tongue and built nests in her armpits; repeatedly 
shot at for defecating on car windscreens, hers was a love­
less childhood. Discounting the club foot, and the hump, the 
glass eye and missing front teeth, the excema, the withered 
arm, the facial boils and hairy knuckles, she was not unat­
tractive, if a little plain perhaps. Yet barely had she set foot 
on the catwalk, wnen the fashions changed and her modell­
ing career was over. They were after one-eyed, club footed 
hunchbacks with excema, missing teeth, Withered arms, fa­
cial boils, hairy knuckles and outs1e belly-buttons. 
"Noo 'n net nucked ne not of nu" she yelled defiantly, feel­
ing the humiliation down to her navel. 
Unemployed and unhappy, the offer of working for Lord 
Kevin tne Fabulous as a combine harvester operator seemed 
to her like a dream come true. She took to it like a duck to 
water or a water fowl to armpits. Soon people began to 
notice her talents. She could harvest a field of wheat shear 
fifty sheep, cut up twentY. five lamb chops for dinner and 
lop the heads off eight children taking a short cut to school, 
. in just one day and without ever leavrng her seat. It was not 
long before word of her achievements reached Lord Kevin 
himself. She was summoned to meet him at the end of the 
day. 
He was waiting for her by the fireplace as she walked into 
the drawing roGm. Resplendent in his smoking jacket and 
cravat, he was, she felt, a vision of fabulousness. 
''Noo wanned !'nee ne?'', she stuttered breathlessly, ton­
guelessly. 
He looked up, moved closer and closer still. He seemed to 
be studying every weeping pore of her face. 
''What is your name?" he asked. 
''Neresa." 
''Neresa, do you ... " 
''No, NERESA, noo no nike Nother Neresa." 
'Whatever. Neresa, do you know whatkind of man I am?" 
''Nebulous." 
"You mean Fabulous!" 
''Nat's wot I naid." 
''Whatever. Anyway Neresa, I have been watching you 
and ... well .... I want to marry you. Oh I know I'm a rogue -
I've had many women, small boys, footwarmers, housebold 
appliances, a couple of water fowl and ... " 
''Not Num 'n Nad!" 
''But I know I can make you happy. Marry me Neresa!" 
Overwhelmed with emotion, bursting into tears, her glass 
eye shot out like a rejected suppository and rolled to his feet 
like an offering to a God. 
''Noo nust naying nat, nout nof nity," she wailed. 
''What's there to pity?" he exclaimed, bending down to 
pick up her glass eye. As he looked down into his hand, 
their eyes met. It was love. 
They were married a week later and though she was now 
mistress of the manor, she took great pleasure in continuing 
to operate the Combine Harvester. Sne would return at the 
end of the day's harvesting to be with her husband. Then, 
one day she returned early to find that her husband had 
been sleeping with Anyone and Anything you could poke a 
stick at. By tne time she arrived he was getting stuck into a 
bottle of Beaujolais. She was devastated. . 
"I'll take it back honey I promise," he cried, "I'll get 
another bottle for the two of us instead." 
But it was too late. She had read about the dangers of ex­
changing beaujolais fluids. She ran from the room. She 
needed the wind on her boils and the throttle of a machine 
in her withered hand. Harvesting with tears in her eye, she 
didn't even see him, standing there to the left of her Vlsion. 
''Forgive me! Forgive me ... !" he shouted. But it was too 
late. Sne ran him down. 
They say their tragic story stands to remind us of the con­
sequences of prom1scuity and infidelity. He had thought 
that rampant sexual behaviour was his natural right but it 
had taken the Grim Reaper to show him how wrong he was. 
Next Week: Neresa converts to Catholicism and learns a lesson 
from the Grim Inseminator in "The Only Safe Sex is to Watch 




B ert called softly into the Australian night 11Rosie! Rosie, are you there love?" He was breathing hard, in­haling the clean scent of eucalyptus. 
His eyes were bloodshot wi�h weariness, but 
he managed to shamble forward another ten 
paces and called out again. The darkness ab­
sorbed the sound of his voice. He had given 
up any hope of receiving a reply. A year's a 
long time, he thought. She can't have waited. 
He squatted on his haunches and stared at the 
ground. Bert didn't hear the faint rasp of dry 
leaves of the quiet steps approaching. He sat 
and tried to suppress the grief that threatened 
to drown him. 
"Bert?" 
Bert raised his head. "Rosie?" 
"Yes." Rosie rushed from the bushes at the edge of the clear­
ing and hugged her old lover. "Bert! I'd almost given up. 
You're back. You're back." 
They were silent for a long time, holding each other while 
the wind stirred the leaves on the trees. 
'1 missed you," Bert said, "I didn't know whether you'd 
wait." Rosie laughed. "How could I do anything else?" 
''You could have found somebody." 
"Uh uh! Not likely, lover. I thought about it, but I couldn't 
fmd anybody who measured up." She bit his shoulder and 
laughed again. 
''You know, I'd swear that was an offer," he said. 
"Are you going to refuse it?" 
''Hmmm! Maybe. I'm tired and ... " Bert stopped speaking. 
Rosie was stroking the soft fur which covered his groin. 
"Maybe what, lover?" 
"Maybe I should never have left." 
"Sounds sensible to me." Rosie squeezed gently and smiled 
as she felt Bert's arms tighten around her. He lifted her, then 
slowly lowered her to the ground. 
''You were always too randy for your own good, Bert." 
"Only after I met you." He rolled her onto her side and 
pressed himself close. "Like that?" 
"No. The other way. There, yes, Bert, please." 
'1bere?'' 
· 
"Uh ah! Now do you know why I stuck around?" 
"So you could talk to me." 
"Rat." She sighed as she felt his teeth sink into the back of 
her neck. 
• 
They were woken by the first drops of rain falling 
lightly, washing the dry smell of dust from the air. 
Bert and Rosie instinctively moved closer to one 
another, nuzzling and laughing. Rosie reached up 
·and fondled Bert's ears. ''You've lost weight," she 
said. 
"Hmmm!" 
"What was it like?" 
· Out of their trees and into your hearts and onto the road and 
under the tyres. A bearly readable wildlife expose. 
Bert rubbed his face against hers. "A waste of time." 
"I mean ... " 
Bert's muscles stiffened, then relaxed. When he spoke his 
voice was hollow, betraying no emotion. " I was hungry 
ninety percent of the time, and cold for the rest. And the 
whole bloody continent's the same. Everywhere you go 
they're bulldozing forest. The cities get bigger and the forest 
gets smaller. There's nowhere we can go, Rosie." 
Rosie looked at him, almost accusingly. 
"Oh! I don't mean we can't find somewhere. For our 
lifetimes at least. But we'll just be delaying it, Rosie. Just 
delaying it. And then our kids'll have to do what we're 
doing. They'll try to survive, try to find somewhere safe. 
Then their children. And then our great-grandchildren. 
Until in the end, there won't be anywhere left to run." He 
sighed. There'll just be cities, bloody cities, as far as the eye 
can see." 
"We'll make out though. It'll stop, Bert. It has to." 
"I suppose. Do you want to go now?" 
"We'd better." Rosie lifted her face to the rain. She smiled 
tiredly. 
''Yeah." Bert levered himself to his feet, then helped Rosie 
up. The rain was still falling as they walked, side by side, 
toward the road. 
• 
Rain had leaked into the old Holden. The window 
seals were rotting and the upholstery smelled of mil­
dew, but it startea easily. The girl was still pulling her 
dress down over her thighs as the driver switched on 
the headlamps and the wipers. He swore at the 
column shift, thrusting it from side to side as he tried 
to force it into first gear. The girl waited until he had 
engaged the clutch before she slid along the seat and 
put her arm around his shoulders . 
The car lurched down the washed-out track between the 
gum trees, its suspension groaning and squeaking, until the 
driver wrenched the steering wheel through a full circle and 
headed onto the macadam. 
The girl nestled closer. 'Where are we going?" she asked. 
He looked down at her. "Horne. Somewhere." He took one 
hand from the wh�el and slipped it between her legs. She 
lifted her mouth to his as the Holden began to gather speed 
down the highway. The double thump almost tore the 
wheel from his hand and sent them swerving wildly across 
the wet surface. The driver had to use both hands to wrestle 
the car to a stop. 
"Damn! What was that?" 
"Dunno! We hit something." 
"I know that." He chewed on his bottom lip and stared at 
the road. 
"Koalas?" The girl laughed. "Two points each, plus one for 
doing it when you weren't even looking." 
Bert and Rosie lay facing each other in the middle of the 
road. Th€ir blood mingled with the rain, and a pink wash 
flowed towards the ditches on either side. Bert dragged 




Ever been to a drive-in movie where the 
only thing that came was the car? YOU 
BET!! It probably changed your life 
because now you realise that between 
you and your car you are all that either 
of you need, except perhaps the 
oc�asional grease, oil and underpants 
change. Here is a selection of totally 
explained outstanding movie titles for 
endless hours of viewing for you and 
your V-8 mate. They'll drive your 
pistons straight through your big end. 
. Take a moment to look at your garage 
floor. Have you ever wondered how tha� 
wet black patch got there? Seriously, 
just ask anybody. Your car doesn't have 
a slight oil leak, it has a crush on that 
little blue Toyota next door. Just listen 
to your next gear change. Take note of 
that small breathless sigh that wasn't 
there yesterday. So drive-in and enjoy 
our DUSK TO DECEMBER movie 
endurance trial. Watch those brake­








Inarticulate, accident prone lummox goes mental when fun 
loving pre post-holocaust bikies leave a steel radial impres­
sion on his family. 
Peeved Max 
Max runs out of petrol, antagonizes mohawks, joins com­
mune of Omo-ad people and says,"You want to get out of 
here, 1,ou talk to me ... But don't expect me to answer right 
away.' Mike Preston plays salami. 
Really Annoyed Max 
The US release of Mad Max in whlch they flipped the print 
to have the cars drive on the right side of the road. 
Furious Max Beyond Thunderbox 
We don't need another Sorbent. Alone again (naturally) Max 
becomes father figure and proves that father doesn't know 
best. 
The Cars That Ate Paris 
Carnivorous film about a Paris Queensland medico who 
turns passing motorists into little red corgettes. Based on a 
real life Medicare fraud. 
The Cars That Licked Troy 
Greek tongue-in-cheek tragicomedy. Troy Tempest blows 
head gasket. Ancient Fiats race Donkeys. Donkeys win. 
Deathrace 2001 
Takes its toll. The big black obelisk falls on Bathurst 1000 
track, SUIJerior intelligence drops Uey and gets booked. Un­
released Kubrick ep1c based loosely on a story by Dick 
Johnson. Let's hope 1t stays that way. 
The Maltese Falcon 500 
A turkey. AKA. The Man with Bogart's Car. Delicatessen 
owner dreams of breaking out of racial stereoptype by win­
ning Bathurst race. Stray bird breaks windscreen. Invents a 
new way to cook chooks. Marries John Singleton. Kitchen 
farce. · 
Hot Rods to Hell 
Randy muscle. builders meat at Gates of Hell and get 
Sysiphus. Weighs on the mind. Lamb or Ghini? 
Rebel Without a Clutch 
Haitian nun scams free car from sympathetic used car 
dealer. Car breaks down. So does the moVJe. 
Ben Her 
Sex change film in whlch Charlton turns into a chariot. Fine 
performance by L. Ron Hubbard as the horse, and was that 
a young Denis Waterman in a green toga? 
AND ROMANCE 
Bob Ted Carol Alice Brent Diedre Simon and 
Madonna. 
But what about Sean? 
Endless Love 
Circular penis discovered. AKA Endless Diff-lapping. 
Cheap special effects ruin this otherwise fine scnpt by 
Prince. Joe Dellasandro tries but doesn't quite pull 1t off. 
Dudley Moore and Brooke Shields mismatched. 
Endless Lube 
Who gets to sleep on the grease spot. Castaway used car 
dealers find peace and happiness in land ·of 24 hr trading. 
XMO rated. Script by Ford Madox Ford, stars Harrison 
Ford, William Holden, dir. by John Ford. Austintatious 
Smokey Rides the Bandit 
He came, Hee Haw, he honked his horn. The film Burt 
Reynolds tried to ban. 
ETMeets FJ 
Fucks JR, does SF A. RS. GTO. SLX. GL. ALB. 
Two Lane Heart Throb 
Multiple gear changes in this love interest rebore of Yellow 
Brick Road. Dead sl<unk on the median strip is James Taylor .• 
Little Red Corgette · 
Macho zucchini goes soft in the head and loses purple anti­
freeze. For vegetables only. 
Freeway of Love · 
There's no free way; you pay, and pay and pay. James Dean 
lays rubbers on topless Jayne Mansiield. 
Warm Leatherette 
Football fantasy. Actors have inflated pig skin idea of them­
selves. Strong Gnawgahyde influence. 
Under the Bonnet of Love 
Dipstick lifts lid, changes plugs. Performance ruined by bad 
timing. Valve Doonican. 
Eat My Dust 
Obsessive compulsive with oral fixation finds romance with 
Mr Sheen. J. Edgar Hoover sucks in this role as typical dirt 
bag. 
Grease 
Australian actress slips up badly. American dork proves 
once again a pout is worth a million bucks at the box office. 
Shaft 
Extended black comedy. Private Dick probes darker side of 
















It's Hot AND 
it doesn't st
ink! 
You're travelling at 180 miles per hour. The scarred 
surface of the outback barely disturbs your nine passengers. Sud­
denly the track disappears down into an unexpected creek crossing 
with a series of T?icious 90 degree switchbacks. Feel the powerful gas 
assisted insect wing d�scs slow your progress as if by the hand of 
God: automatically you're in six wheel drive. The massive torque of 
the 9lt V16 mating perfectly to the infinitely variable transmission. 
With a barely perceptible movement the fully ar­
ticulated variable arc suspension adjusts to the terrain; and in a mo­
m[!nt the washaway is but another memory in the navigation com­
puter. Next time you won't have to slow down. Fiction? Yesterday it 
was. But, the future is now and the future is the TOADMOBILE, 
your hypertech passport to a brand new driving experience,· and if 
you though that the other car builder from Stuttgart built the best, 
think again. 
The TOADMOBILE runs on BUGPOWER®, a 
totally renewable, totally pollution free natural resource. So, not only 
do you get there faster, you don't asphyxiate the environment. And 
with a Cx of .09. You know the TOADMOBILE AeroSacs® are 
doing their job, whether in the frozen heights of the Tyrol or the blast­
ing heat of the Gunbarrel Highway. And with the optional Toad Off® 
poison sac theft avoidance system operational, it'll always be there 
when you want to ... GO! 
TOADMOBILE 
21st Century technology ... available today. 
From TOADCORP 
Winner of the car of the year award, 2035. 
. 
TOAD SKIN RADIALS 
Giving a new meaning to the word 
sticky! 
Toads stick to the road. Yep! even though they may have been dead 
for months. So imagine the grip offered by genuine TOADSKIN 
RADIALS! Years of Australian researct) and German technology have 
developed BIOSYNTHESISED road tyres, actual living tissue that renews 
itself as it rotates! The unique tread design ·and construction techni� 
ques, torture tested over millions of km and miles on the Autobahns. of 
Europe and the backroads of Australia, offer the discriminating buyer 
extremely high levels of adhesion and comfort. Wet or dry, TOADSKIN 
RADIALS are the only tyres on the market that are guaranteed at 
speeds above 200mph. The only tyre specified for the new generation 
of TOADMOBILES! 
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TOAD&TRACK is the pole position magazine for the carophiliacs of the blacktop world so we can safely as­
sume that none of them will be reading print this small. I mean really, who could be interested in boring strokes 
and putting animal tails on machinery when the world still has great big horsies in it? 
D o you know what it is like to love a car? Do I hear you scoff? ... Yeah, well it can be a really beautiful experience. Oh yes, I can remember when I was 
like you. I didn't know a camshaft from a carburettor. The 
cars I used to have were always that sort that seemed to be 
self regenerating. 
You know, a funny little grindy noise starts up in the 
middle of nowhere but you don't have to worry. Three 
things could happen according to the philosophy of self 
regeneration. The funny little grindy noise could go on for 
ever and ever and never cause any inconvenience. Or it 
could simply disappear, the car repairing itself overnight 
after a well deserved rest. At one stage I had implicit faith 
in the concept of the automobile as an organic entity -
think of all those oil leaks that have sealed themselves 
despite the garage person's assurances that nothirig short of 
engine removal and dismantling could solve the problem; 
and even then a gloomy prognosis was offered. 
However, if I was feeling particularly metaphysical, and 
the funny little grindy noise disappeared as suddenly as it 
began, I would reluctantly concede the possibility of divine 
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intervention. A car can repair itself with help from God. 
Who else could forbid the fuel pump to leak and pour its 
unwanted high into the boot? (Which of course flowed · 
through the back seat to lap at the rear passengers' feet.) 
Then one day, fool that I am, I decided to become one of 
the initiated, and enter into the mysteries of the automobile 
via the studies of practical mechanics. I first practised 
vivisection on an old Hillman. I became obsessed and 
delighted with heads and diffs, rings and rockers, seals and 
ball joints, manifolds and magnetos. The wonder didn't 
decrease but it was now underlayed by a deep respect, 
even for a Hillman. I soon lost all faith in the self healing 
BY MICHAEL GOLLEDGE 
H i! I am Peter Brock and so is my brother. My best . friend used to be Peter Brock too, but now he's with the peace train in Western Australia. I'm not 
sure, but I think he's Ghandi now. Sometimes I miss him, 
but I don't really mind too much as he left me his dual 
throat carburettor and chrome extensions. I think fondly of 
him everytime I tune the car. 
You know, it seems strange to look back now at what life 
was like before I bought my first Commodore. It really 
couldn't even be called living. It was an endless nightmare 
of Council buses and mum and dad's Sigma. The only 
highlight in my life in those days was being old enough to 
eat at McDonalds as often as I wanted. It took me two long 
years working as a trainee deputy freezer stocker at Coles 
to save the money that I needed to escape from that hell. I 
remember it as if it were yesterday but it couldn't have 
been yesterday. I went to the coast yesterday. 
Finally the day had come when I could step proudly 
across the sacred threshold of my local Holden dealership 
and stroll amongst those slumbering metal gods. If you 
stand quietly in the temple you can hear the distant rumble 
of V-8 engines waiting to be unleashed. Just standing near 
them was enough to give me spasms in my right foot. I had 
BY DAVID ROBERTSON 
theory of the automobile and it was obvious that there was 
no link between the Bible and engineering principles. I 
began to spread the gospel of preventative maintenance. 
I can see now that this was the beginning of the end for 
my friends - I started to ask them how their cars were 
going, had they measured the compression lately, how long 
: was it since the dwell angles had been checked, and so on. 
In moments of calm reflection I can almost forgive them 
their lack .of interest and enthusiasm, and even their even­
tual disgust and revulsion. 
Then, what must have been a long simmering desire for a 
sports car bubbled and percolated into consciousness. The 
lust was kept in control and on the periphery of my cons­
ciousness for a long time by all those anti sports car ar­
guments. But as the lust grew stronger and more central 
the old arguments gradually became less and less compell­
ing. Yes, I said, the idea is ideologically unsound. Yes, it is 
horribly indulgent. Yes, it  is yuppieish. But I want one, I 
want one! 
I'll admit, the passion was not well received. Oh yes, I 
Life, before I bought �y 
first Co��odore, was an 
endless night�are of 
Council buses and �u� 
and dad ,s Sig�a. 
been there many times before but had always felt so insig­
nificant. Today however I was a customer, I had what it 
took to be a Commodore driver and the salesman knew it. 
I wasted no time in handing over my savings, no price is 
too high when you consider the fact that what I was really 
suppose I can uriderstand their feelings. The driveway was 
becoming a little oily and I was spending all my weekends 
with a car, my car, someone's.car, anyone's car .. 
I can remember clearly the day I blackmailed my last 
remaining friend to help me in collecting my latest pur­
chase, and all the spares that came with it. He arrived early. 
I explained casually that it would save a bit of time if I 
worked out the quickest route while he ·searched for a 
trailer. But a very big trailer, with a very big heavy duty 
winch. My friend started to look very uneasy. 
"Oh yes," I said, "Didn't I tell you? Spare cars, not spare 
parts." My friend was ominously silent. Little bubbles of 
spit were ooting from the comers of his mouth. 
"Oh," I said, sort of off-the-cuff, "I can't find St Andrews 
anywhere in the Melways. It's only got the Melbourne 
metropolitan area." 
His head shot around. "St Andrews!" he said. ''That's the 
country!" 
He sighed. I had broken the news as we were driving into 
the third service station that morning in the search for a 
suitably large trailer. He started to break into a little sweat. 
But it wasn't until we discovered the fiat tyre on the hire 
trailer that his face began to twitch. 
Soon we were off, bouncing happily out of Melbourne, 
through country pastures, towards my exciting new pur­
chases. We talked endlessly about what a good buy I had 
made and how it would be worth all the hassle in the end. 
Two days later (three round trips of about four hours 
each) our job was finished. My friend's face was now 
twitching uncontrollably, occasionally launching into 
grotesque spasms. It was the second spare car that threw 
him; it wasn't easy trying to move a car with only two 
wheels and even harder to convince him that the only way 
to get the cars into the back yard was to remove part of the 
fence. All of a sudden he began to cry. 
buying was enlightenment. Once the papers were signed 
and the salesman had given us his blessing we were free to 
leave, together at last. Instantly I decided that new tyres 
would make the perfect gift for our first day together. 
Especially since I had just left the last set in two smoulder­
ing stripes on the showroom floor. Isn't acceleration just 
the best thing. 
Once I had got home and put the car to bed. I sat down 
and began to study the Automotive section of the yellow 
pages. It became clear to me that my car had opened up a 
whole world to me. Girls would flock to me and people 
would envy me wherever I went, McDonalds drive­
through, the drive-in, car washes and of course parked at 
the shops. It was the begining of an affair to la.St a lifetime. 
For our first Anniversary I bought us a sunroof and had 
her suspension jacked· up. By bui second anniversary I 
knew it was time that we heard the pitter patter of tiny tap­
petts and valves around the house. Yes, I took the big step · 
and had the whole engine Brock modified. It was a dream 
come true. Our time together became so precious and joy­
ful that we rose above such annoyances as other drivers, 
traffic lights, pedestrians and IX:Jlice. It was pure love. 
So here I am today beside my third Commodore, happily 
riding along on the crest of Holden's supreme wave. My 
life at once so simple and so complete, If you feel that your 
life is lacking something then join the ranks of Australia's 
Peter Brocks. You'll never look back. 
Happy driving. 
It's me again ... ! have just heard the worst news.! was listening to 
my Quadraphonic, 18 band graphic equalized sowuf system, when 
the guy on the radio said that Brock and Holden were leaving 
each other. He said that they had had a fight over the Energy 
Polariser and were never speaking to each other again.! am shat­
tered. What is a Commodore without Brock? What is Brock 
without a Commodore? What is an Energy Polariser? .. 1 feel so 
very alone ... Excuse me ... ! am just going out for one,last drive. 
T o call this a road test would be like calling Acid Rain a natural etch­ing solution. This is big! It's bigger than big! In 12 sees, count' em, you're doing over 200mph: Auto 6WD, amphibious and cross­
country ability with a Cx of .09, says this car is the futUre. 
If this waS a pre-production model, I wouldn't have guessed. The rough skin of the 
vehicle belies the ease with which it slices through the ajr. As Professor Luton von Rabies, 
aerodynamic engineer for the TOADMOBILE® explained "For years we searched for the 
perfect aerodynamic material, everything from chiffon to Afghani foreskins, till we, years 
laters, perfected TOADSKIN®, which, after treatment with a quite simple, yet highly secret 
process,-each lump on the TOADS KIN® becomes a miniature aerofoil under the control of 
the central computer". 
DO TOADS HOSE ON THE BEARS? 
Well, I don't pretend to know how it works, only that it does! Cruising at 250mph on the 
Sydney expressway, only the sound of the 450 speaker system could be heard. The mighty 
9litre.Vl6 intrudes normally as a restrained hum, yet the sporting driver will appreciate the 
mechanical symphony of 64 valves doing their job as the tacho rises to over 8000rpm and 
the full force of 800kw is unleashed. Add the sophistication of RADIAL ARM TRACK­
ING®, a suspension system capable of ground clearances of up to 2m, and overtaking 
takes on a whole new meaning, just ask the Highway Patrol vehicle we passed! What were 
they going to radio in? "We just got hosed off by a Toad?" 
In some so-called "high performance" cars this kind of speed usually means a cramped 
cockpit and minimal creature comforts, the TOADMOBILE® offers internal accommoda­
tion beyoild :Kolls Royce standards. Fully trimmed in TOADLEATHER®, the cabin 
provides room for 10 full-sized adults. The driving area includes a moveable steering pod 
that can be passed to anyone of three drivers! Plus a full complement of Electric Overhead 
Ashtrays! Off course the fuel guage has been replaced by a BuglncidenceMeter, due to the 
fact that the TOADMOBILE is powered by Bugs. 
HEY THERE, LITTLE INSECT! 
It was an eerie feeling on our demonstration run from Brisbane to Sydney. We left at mid­
night, as the optimum bug activity hours were beginning. The insect attracting lights seem­
ingly gathering bugs for miles, and kilometers around. The Bio-Mass Converter had al­
ready ingested sufficient fuel from being parked near a Nudgee swamp; mosquitos provide 
a fine energy source and enabled the TOADMOBILE® to achieve a respectable speed of 
150mph: but now the bugs were being ingested in droves, and with 800kw on tap, we were 
there before sunrise. 
Again Professor Rabies: "Initial calibrations at the Hovarth Institute gave positive in­
dications that insects, ingested through the front of a road vehicle, would provide siutable 
material for a Bib-Mass Converter." 
Further studies proved that a Bugincidence as low as 50/sq.km was sufficient energy to 
power a 9 litre Vl6 engine, as well as provide gas assistance to the suspension, the 6WD 
and the unique "InsectWing Discs", which, incidentally, haul the TOADMOBILE® down 
from high speeds with no drama at all (250mph-O in 30m). Automatically air-conditioned 
through the transpirational TOADSKIN® and with the steering in satellite controlled 
AUTOSTEER®, the TOADMOBILE® was then driven down the Murray River, overland to 
Uluru, and across the Simpson Desert, proving once and for all that the ToadMobile Corp .. 
has got it right first time. Here's my Gold charge card. 
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S o, you're thinking of upgrading your transportation? Shanks pony not good enough, eh? Then, before you lash out 
with your hard earned dollars on a 2, 4 or even 
18 wheeled appliance, eyeball this ultimate 
vehicle evaluation. It's chock full of statistical 
nuts and overflowing with a tank and a half of 
high octane information. 
Cars originally started as a romantic notion (or turn of the 
crank) of freedom, of power over nature, and a good way 
to have it off with someone who lived in Heidelberg. 
In 1896 when Carl Benz put his 1 h.p. carriage on the 
road to Mannaheim, little did he realise the implication: the 
road toll, bad air and the horrendous price of spare parts. 
But Hal Ford did and created an ethos that culminated in 
1955 when sales of ten million cars meant everybody was 
on wheels; Eldorado, Firesweep, Mercury and Powerglide 
seemed set to carry America and her 2.4 children into the 
romantic worlds of outer space where no-one can hear 
your exhaust Romance blossomed in the back seats of 
huge Convertibles. Freedom. Power. Control? Forget it 
Teenagers were �ing scraped from wrecks faster than 
James Dean could jump in Rebel Without a Cause. 
Cars as Romance died in the mid '60s along with truth, :. 
justice and the American way. Superman had cancer, and 
Macdonald's Massacre were only a few years away down 
route 666. And now even Ralph Nader has AIDS. So check 
your dream vehicle against our survey, and don't come 
crying to us when it gets blown up by environmental ter­
rorists. Remember, you read it here flrst in the Toad& Track 




A.KA .. . . . . . . . . . . .  · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Death Trap, Bug Catcher, Mobile Swimming Pool 
SOCIAL STATUS ............................... Drunk with power, Tryln� to pass 
PRICE . . . . . . . . . . . . . James Dean, Isadora Duncan, Jayne Mansfield, Giles VIlleneuve 
ENGINE CAPACITY ......................................... Enough to kill you 
ACCESSORIES .............................. Fox tails, cloth caps, pipes, scarves 
PERFORMANCE ..................................... Every time you take It out 
CRASHABILITY ........................ One flip and you're gone, wheeeeeeesplat 
ROMANCE FACTOR .............................. Bulk, once you can get It going 
SEX FACTOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Yoga helps 
ECONOMY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . You can talk about them for hours at parties 
THEFTABILITY . . . . . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  If you can start it, take it! You try and lock it! 
PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .  Grand Pricks 
COLOUR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . British Racing Green, blood red 
�5��T�ci'��Eis · rit&.9ooif.ri&ws.is ·thai w&·¥&. iourici ill& ·part ·vou neef.������e�:� 
is that it's in Guatemala 
OPTIONAL EXTRAS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A roof 
HANDLING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes, the seats are close together! 
MANOUEVRABILITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Fits neatly under a Semi 
RATING . ..... ... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . Carnage 
A.K.A. ..................................... Roller, Rolls, Sliver Ghost, Boss Bus 
SOCIAL STATUS . . . . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . From Pimps To Presidents 
PRICE ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. lf you have to ask 
ENGINE CAPACITY . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ . . ..... Ask the chauffeur 
ACCESSORIES . . . . . . . . . . . .  Wine Cellar, Maid, Masseuse, Captain's Hat, White Shoes 
PERFORMANCE . . . . . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . .  Impeccable 
CRASHABILITY . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Only under heavy market pressure 
ROMANCE FACTOR . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ... . .. . . . Yes please, we're British 
SEX FACTOR .. Plenty of leather, but don't get your foot caught in the cocktail cabinet 
ECONOMY . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Who cares, I don't own it! 
THEFTABILITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . Go on, take it, there's plenty more where that came from 
PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .  Wall to walnut 
COLOUR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A 20 cent piece will scratch any colour 
. RESALE VALUE .................. Larger than a Old. Pollee superannuation payout 
OPTIONAL EXTRAS .................... None! It has everything, you peasant dork! 
. HANDLING ............................................. Wallows like the yacht 
MANOUEVRABILITY ...................................... Port Cecher essential 
RATING ..................................................... Shejk Yermoney 
A.K.A . .  ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cadillac, Boat anchor, The Standard of the World 
SOCIAL STATUS . . . Make sure in third world countries they know you're not American 
PRICE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Vietnam, fresh air 
ENGINE CAPACITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  At least 50 times more than you'll ever need 
ACCESSORIES ............................ More-engine, more chrome, more fuel 
PERFORMANCE ........................... Like the kick-down on the Challenger 
CRASHABILITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Poor results at the Chappaquiddick Testing Centre 
ROMANCE FACTOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Big, Isn't it? 
SEX FACTOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I love these wide-open stretches 
ECONOMY . . . . . . . . . . . . .  If you wanted economy, you would've bought Cherie's 120Y 
THEFTABILITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Why not try on these cement shoes while you're at It 
PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS .......................... Delusions of Qrand�ur 
COLOUR ............................................. Mob black or p1mp pmk 
RESALE VALUE .......................................... Big dictator discount 
RUNNING COSTS ............... Towing the petrol tanker really eats Into the budget 
OPTIONAL EXTRAS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Nodding dead President, G-Men, bullet proofing 
HANDLING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Get outa �y way 
MANOUEVRABILITY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... With or without TUQ boats? 
RATING . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Wanted in SIX states 
A.K.A.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Turd on wheels, Jap Crap, Econobox 
SOCIAL STATUS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Equivalent to a Coles trolley 
PRICE . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . We'll throw In i free chook! 
ENGINE CAPACITY .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .  Plenty of space for it under the hood 
ACCESSORIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Engine, toilet fur, and a girl called Cherie 
PERFORMANCE . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .  ·. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . Wouldn't pull a bikle off my sister! 
CRASHABILITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : ................... Jump! 
ROMANCE FACTOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  There are plenty of girls like Chene 
SEX FACTOR. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Is that a gear shift In your pants? 
ECONOMY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Do you go all the war, Cherie? 
THEFTABILITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Who d notice? 
PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Hat drivers 
COLOUR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . .  Babyshit BrownNellow 
RESALE VALUE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Great trade-in on an electric wok 
RUNNING COSTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New set of hamsters every 10,000km 
OPTIONAL EXTRAS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Real authentic car noise 
HANDLING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Turn the wheel and walt ten seconds 
MANOUEVRABILITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .  Like the driver, it fits Into small spaces 
RATING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  G 
A.K.A. ........................... White Pointer, Blue Light, Black Mariah, Biggles, 
SOCIAL STATUS . . . . . . . . .  How come you're so nice to them when they pull you over? 
PRICE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Costs them nothing, costs you plenty 
ENGINE CAPACITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Much more than the brain capacity of the driver 
ACCESSORIES . . . . . . . . . . A tape recording that goes "EVONNE, EVONNE, EVONNE" 
PERFORMANCE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Just try to get away from one 
CRASHABILITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Excellent In high-speed chases 
ROMANCE FACTOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. A big hit on Mt. Coot-tha 
SEX FACTOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . It just slipped Into my mouth 
ECONOMY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Runs on the smell of an oily corrupt government 
THEFT ABILITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Go ahead, punk. Make my day 
PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS . . . . . . . .  : ............................ Paranoia 
COLOUR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Basic blue on white. Don't worry, you'll recognise It! 
RESALE VALUE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Good market for sickos 
RUNNING COSTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  There's no prostitution In Queensland 
OPTIONAL EXTRAS . . . . . . . . .  A nervous looking kid In the back seat, �J�Ore police cars 
HANDLING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Shit! Where'd you hide the stuff? 
MANOUEVRABILITY . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .  Good, everybody gets out of your way 
RATING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .  Premier vehicle on Queensland roads 
A.K.A. .................................................. Pregnant roller skate 
SOCIAL STATUS ........................... Cut off the top, and the sky's the limit 
PRICE . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . .  " . .  · . .  � . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  More If you cut the top off 
ENGINE CAPA!ClTY . .  : ........................ Hey! There's no engine under here! 
ACCESSORIES' . .  , ........................ Stick on flowers, one broken headlight 
PERFORMANCE · . . .  : ................ Well at least it never gets any worse than this 
CRASHABILITY ..................................... Never hit anything head on 
ROMANCE FACTOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .  Come on, �ou can do it little fella 
SEX FACTOR ..................................... Oh no.l've got Herbies again 
ECONOMY ...................................... Hard to guage, there isn't one! 
THEFT ABILITY .............................. Take my car, pleeeease, take my car 
PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS . . . . . . . . . .  Cowering Inferno, Dean Jones Syndrome 
COLOUR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wehrmacht primer camouflage 
RESALE VALUE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Haven't you cut the top off yet, you dork! 
RUNNING COSTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .  The cars are cheaper to replace than the engine 
OPTIONAL EXTRAS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Another 6 volts, fuel guage 
HANDLING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Sum looks cute when It spins on it's roof. 
MANOUEVRABILITY ...... Goes just about anywhere till the accelerator cable breaks 
RATING .................................. If it's good enough for Jack Nicholson 
A.K.A. ........... That bastard that plays Greensleeves early every Saturday morning 
SOCIAL STATUS . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Right up there with the guy that delivers the Osbornes 
PRICE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Single or double cone? 
ENGINE CAPACITY . .  The motor that drives the icecream maker Is more powerful than 
the one under the hood 
ACCESSORIES . . . .  A special tool for scraping small children from off the back wheels 
PERFORMANCE . .  , ..... From one end of the street to the other In about half an hour 
CRASHABILITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Look out kids! 
ROMANCE FACTOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Some kids will do anything on a Sundae 
SEX FACTOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Slurp, slurp, slurpee 
ECONOMY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Definitely against cutting family allowances 
THEFT ABILITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .  Are you nuts? 
PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lolita Complex 
COLOUR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Attracts small children like flies 
RESALE VALUE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  There's always a market for this sort of thing 
RUNNING COSTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  But it's quicker 
OPTIONAL EXTRAS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  More cream, more syrup 
HANDLING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Hey mister, leave those kids alone! 
MANOUEVRABILITY . � . . . .  In and out of your street before you can say child molester 
RATING . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  P.G.R. 
A.K.A. .............. Shaggin wagon, tuck truck, sin bin, bedroom without headroom 
SOCIAL STATUS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Despised by parents, loved by air-brush artists 
PRICE . . . . .  · . . . . .  : ................................. Getting hassled by the cops 
ENGINE CAPACITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Throb, throb, throb · 
ACCESSORIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Curtains, Waterbed, Bidet, Etchings, Shag Pile 
PERFORMANCE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Nightly, with Late Show. Underage get in free 
CRASHABILITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Please stop rubbing up against my Armco 
ROMANCE FACTOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Don't laugh, your offspring might be inside 
SEX FACTOR . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  If it's rockin', don't bother knockin 
ECONOMY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  One hump or two? 
THEFTABILITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  It's so busy in the back they'd never know 
PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  You're so deep, Gary 
COLOUR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .  , ......... Deep Purple metalflake 
RESALE VALUE The shag pile's worth heaps, and look at all this chrome, and the angel 
fish in the aquarium must be worth at least five bucks each 
RUNNING COSTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  The dry cleaning bills are murder 
OPTIONAL EXTRAS . . .  Airbrush pictures with the large warriors holding tridents and a 
garish mountain in the background or the one with the barbarian woman with a solid 
bronze bikini astride a sabre toothed tiger on a lapis lazuli encrusted saddle holding 
either a box of milktray or a laser blaster 
HANDLING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Rough, bumpy, and then there's the driving 
MANOUEVRABILITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I was just trying to adjust the seatbelt! 
RATING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  XXX 
A.K.A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Sudden Death, Yammy, Kwaka, Harley 
SOCIAL STATUS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Would you let your sister marry a motorbike? 
PRICE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Less than a car, more than you've got 
ENGINE CAPACITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  From here to eternity in ten seconds 
ACCESSORIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .  Leather, ambulances, funerals 
PERFORMANCE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .  More pickup than a garbage truck 
CRASHABILITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  You've got two chances, Buckley's and none 
ROMANCE FACTOR . . . . . .  .' ................... More pickups than a garbage truck 
SEX FACTOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Coming from behind takes on a whole new meaning 
ECONOMMY . . . . . . . .  Certainly reducing unemployment figures In the 17·19 year olds 
THEFT ABILITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Chains, It's owner's got me mashed up with chains! 
PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS . . . . . . . . . . Where do hells angels go when they die? 
COLOUR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Usually spread out over the road 
RESALE VALUE . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .  There's usually a dork around when you need one 
RUNNING COSTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I'm still paying for the last time I dropped It 
OPTIONAL EXTRAS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Bloody carparks! 
HANDLING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Almost good enough on a rainy day 
MANOUEVRABILITY ...... Rain? No problem. It corners real good in the weeeeeSplat! 
GRATING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .  Down, among the dead men 
A.K.A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bush Basher, 4 by 4, Rangie, Tojo, Jeep 
SOCIAL STATUS . . . .. . . .  : ......................................... Big In Trak 
PRICE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Big Foot in coastal sand dunes 
ENGINE CAPACITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  It's all torque 
ACCESSORIES . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .  Roobar, rollcage, blanched knuckles 
PERFORMANCE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  They're always trying to prove that they're not slow 
CRASHABILITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  The next best thmg to a semi 
ROMANCE FACTOR . . . . . . . . . . .  With three gearsticks and a back seat full of plgshit? 
SEX FACTOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Snatch 'Em Straps 
ECONOMY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 Wheel drift into Deadman's J-Curve 
THEFTABILITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .  I'm game 
PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Dead greenies 
COLOUR . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ok except for those unsightly rust stains 
RESALE VALUE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  It's never been on the beach, honest! 
RUNNING COSTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  The environment 
OPTIONAL EXTRAS . . .. . . . . . . .  Plastic tubes on roobar, huge lyres with white letter's 
HANDLING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  As if on rails; too bad the rails don't go around corners 
MANOUEVRABILITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Hey, why not drive right through it, mate! 
RATING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Tread carefully 
A.K.A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 Wheeler, big one, semi, Kenny, Mack 
SOCIAL STATUS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .  Scorned by everyone In a smaller vehicle 
PRICE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A huge, eternal overdraft 
ENGINE CAPACITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Could suck spit off the moon 
ACCESSORIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Jackie Howe, Mural on the Aerofoil, Big Lights 
PERFORMANCE . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  More speed than necessary 
CRASHABILITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  It's gonna hurt you more than it hurts me 
ROMANCE FACTOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  There's no such thing as a free ride 
SEX FACTOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Have you ever tried it dog box style? 
ECONOMY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .  Truckles carry this country 
THEFTABILITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . You toucha my truck 
PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS. Sick and crazed on the road and I'm gonna smash a 
pub tonight 
COLOUR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  IPEC Yellow, TNT Orange, Cavanagh Bros. Black 
RESALE VALUE . . . .  Honest, I only ran it to the coast once a week. No, the West coast 
RUNNING COSTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  More speed 
OPTIONAL EXTRAS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bug deflector, lots of chrome 
HANDLING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Do not overturn taking vehicle 
MANOEUVRABILITY . . . . . . . . . . . .  I give them as much room as they need, don't you? 
RATING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Heavy 
A.K.A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  · . . . . .. .  : ....................... Pushy 
SOCIAL STATUS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .  Just under a car 
. _PRICE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Skin, bones, body hair 
_ ·ENGINE CAPACITY . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .  Not smoking helps 
ACCESSORIES . . . . . . .  Gucci handpump, Walkman, Rebol(s, Don Johnson lookalikes _ ., 
·PERFORMANCE . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : Comes from anti-oxidanls and steroids� 
CRASHABILITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  The truck bone·is·connected to the titanium bone 
ROMANCE FACTOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 
· . On your bike 
SEX FACTOR . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ·. . . . . . . . .  Seat sniffers apply here 
ECONOMY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .  Unimportant when you've been run over 
THEFTABILITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .  Chains, my baby's got me locked up in chains 
PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS . . . .  Opening door syndrome, faster, faster neuroses 
COLOUR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .  Red 10 the face, white around the lips 
RESALE VALUE . . . . . . . . . . .  Carbon fibre, carbon fibre, any, any, any old carbon fibre? 
RUNNING COSTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  But not nearly as much 
OPTIONAL EXTRAS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Seat rash 
HANDLING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : ........................ Look Ma, no handling! 
MANOUEVRABILITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .  It's hard to move when you're In traction 
RATING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Upwardly mobile death trap 
1970 DODGE Challenger. White 2 door. Blown 440. 
Polyglas Desert tyres. Camoufglage pack makes it seem to 
vanish. Lots of speed, and reds. Drives effortlessly around 
roadblocks. Some fire damage. Ph. Nevada 444-284-2398 
and ask for Barry Newman or Cleavon Little 
1966 CHEVROLET 4 door pillarless. Worked 454 with 
racing suspension. Great for jumping opening bridg�and 
outrunning law enforcement authoritfes. Psychotics only, 
please. Ph. L. A. 345-267-586 and ask for Crazy Larry or 
Dirty Mary. 
1946 V. W. Schwirnmvagen. Completely sealed and 
waterproofed with machine gun·mount and schnorkel. Bat" 
tie grey paintwork. One owner. Driven only once from 
Germany to South America. Apply in person to A. Hitler, 
Berchesgarten Drive, Sao Paolo Brazil. 
1967 MUSTANG Green 2 door coupe. Built to NASCAR 
competition standard. Hot 427, blueprinted and balanced. 
Speed shift. Works well in San Francisco. Goes through 
traffic like a coffee enema. 43 beans in every backfire. 
Apply Steve McQueen Foundation. Guadalahara. Mexico. 
1974 DODGE. Cop engine, Cop tyres, Cop brakes, Cop 
suspension. Ph. Joliet Prison, and ask for Jake or Elwood. 
PORSCHE 908. Speedster. Needs some body work. Over­
takes semis flatout. Silver paintwork needs some attention. 
Raced only on weekends by James Dean. Call Hollywood 
000-4837-4574634-23219 
LINCOLN Convertible. 4 door. White 1963. Luxury open 
air limo. Bulletproof body. Some blood stains on and 
around the back seat. Call Dallas 666-666-666 and ask for 
the Kennedy Foundation. 
1976 FALCON XYGT 2 door. Black. Extras: worked 351, 
2X4 barrel Holleys with supercharger and tunnel ram. Full 
roll cage. 4001 fuel tanks with anti-theft device. Shotgun 
holster in drivers door. Blue heeler optional. Ex-highway 




• \  
ROLLS ROYCE C�oice of fifty. All colours as lo�g as 
. you like red. Fastidiously maintained by loyal workers. Ex­
tras: incense burners, prayer books, and lots of loose cash. 
Apply BAG-ONE RASHKNEES, lnagaol Nearyou. 
. 1953 BLUEBIRD. Blue. Supercharged Rolls Royce 
motor. Good skiers car, not quite good enough for 300mph 






by the husband of the woman who has one of 
the dirtiest husbands In Parramatta. 
S 
hit! Had this right dork come into the shop the other 
day complaining that his Ferrari wasn't running 
right! Shit! If I get another one of these nancy boy 
bastards whingeing because "it doesn't idle properly", or 
"it gets dirty when I wash it", I'll fucken kill 'em. 
Anyways, the jerk pissed off for a while, so I charged him 
$80 for storage right off! After a few Dom Perignons I felt 
a little better, so I had a squiz under the bonnet and fuck 
me if some idiot bastard mechanic hadn't left a bottle of 
Chateau LaFitte stuck in the air intake. 
Oops! Musta been me last time it was in for a service. No 
way I'm telling him that! So I charged him $400 plus parts. 
I love this business! Not that I don't give a fair day's work 
for a fair day's pay, but there's the kickbacks to the cops 
and the tow-truck operators, and then there's the protection 
fees, _and some of those J ap car wreckers can be pretty 
tough; and the viciou� German V.W. spare parts operators! 
They certainly haven't forgotten WW2, Bli�eig is still 
tattooed on the backs of their necks!· 
So what's an Aussie battler with three blocks of flats sup­
posed to do? And that's not even taking into account the 
shady practices of the used car dealers and the oil com­
panies! Those guys'd sooner slash your eyeballs with a 
razor! So don't be surprised if that tune-up costs you twice 








_5ZLs li -h-ays 
For years the giant oil barons have tried to suppress knowledge of this 
miracle device. Many men, and women too, have given their lives, and their 
lunches, and even their snacks inbetween to get this amazing product to 
you. 
So incredibly simple, it's a wonder that you haven't thought of it yourself! 
Attaches simply to existing fuel line and then stand back! 
Not only does it improve your fuel economy by over 4000%, at least! It also 
cleans your engine, and your upholstery, inside and out! 
WONDER CARBY enables your motor to run without any oil, cuts 
maintenance bills to zero, makes spark plugs last 100 years, reduces 
emissions beyond measurability, guarantees you will never rel:eive a 
speeding ticket again, and gives you the sexual ability of Joan Collins, Joe 
Dallesandro, and Divine and it's only $5.99! Send today for 
'W'"�71derCczrb 
C I 0 Hovarth Hot Air Institute 
• 
Looking forwarrf to tliat specia£ rentkzvous? (jot a great nigfit 
pfannerf? 'Ifien rfon 't 6e caugfit sfiort of 'Efectric Overfiearf Jtsfitrays! 
• 
Once tfie preserve of tfie ricfi anrf famouus, lifJ JUolf 1fit{er anrf :Me[ 
(ji6son, tfiese quafity crafter£ items are nuw avaifa6{e to everyone, 
even '13enny 1fi[{f :First grad£ reprorfuction meta£ tempfates are user£ in 
tfieir tksign, anrf affow fingertip contra[ from anywfiere in tfie car, or 
even sitting at fiome watcfiing 'I.o/. 
• 
:For tfie rfiscriminating petro[fiearf, 'Efectric Overfiearf Jtsfitrays offer· 
tliat custom toucfi to set tfiem apart. (jet one, two, or even twenty of 
tfiese, anrf watcfi tfiose jo6 offers just ro[[ in. 
Brought to you by the 
Singleton Corporation 
II 
Y 'know, hubcaps are somethin� spe­cial". Pedro himseli was spec1al al­though it was not the word he would have chosen to use. 'Special' was 
reserved for the infallible, the perfect, for ob­
jects beyond mortal corruption like Plato's 
ideal forms. 
''Most people, they just think of hubcaps as lairizing, a bit 
of sparkle, bit of show. Or they don't think of em at all." The 
Wmfield Red in his mouth pUffed out a curling tail of can­
cer. "But shit, caps are made to balance a motor just right. 
Lose one an' the whole outfit's lopsided." 
Pedro hoarded hubcaps the way a spider traps and mum­
mifies flies. Some were bright with an air of devoted 
buffing; some bruised and stained like a recently punched 
face. Holdens, Fords, old Valiants, Dodges, Vanguards, Mus­
tangs, some early Land Rover caps, a few salvaged from the 
disused WWli dump at Atherton. And this was only one 
wall of the labyrinth that existed under Pedro's house bet-
ween the stilts of the old Queenslander. ' 
"Once yer lopsided", he concluded, "y_er fucked." 
"We're aU fucl<ed mate", Din9 corrected him. "But it ain't no 
reason t' go ridin' the lightnin all .the time." 
In these things Pedro spoke with the authority of ex­
perience. He'd not just ridden the lightning, he'd been in the 
rodeo with it. 
· The Rex Range reared up just north of Cairns to form part 
of the Atherton Tablelands. The road up and down smiked 
and kinked, and frustration almost always made you cut 
comers and fishtail the tight curves. On the way down from 
the Malanda Show one mght, Pedro had gunned the engine 
once too often until the tyres of the Falcon ute went skim­




they just think of hubcaps as 
lairizing, a bit of sparkle, bit 
of show. Or they don't think 
of em at all." 
The Winfield �ed in his mouth 
puffed out a curling tail of . 
cancer. 
"But shit, caps are made to 
balance a motor just right.· 
Lose one an' the whole outfit's 
lopsided." 
At 110mph he and the ute took leave of the road, and of 
the mountain, and launched into space. Pedro had never 
expected to meet oblivion with the taste of a joint still in his 
mouth, so things could have been worse. Then the ute 
slammed into a tree 40 metres down the side of the range. 
With a broken leg he groped his way back to the road and 
collapsed. It had taken him 6 hours to crawl the distance 
uphill, but then he'd wasted some time salvaging one of the 
Falcon's hubcaps. 
"For good luck", as he always said. 
-wt' D�t J>;f�i &,�,.;te'b il\{ Ge(;lR�. 
But with that phrase came a glimpse into the elusive mys­
teries of hubcaps as they existed for Pedro. Destiny, Karma 
(there was a pun here that he would have appreciated, if 
he'd noticed), Hubris, Pre-Destination, Fate - all this, and 
more besides, was invisibly inscribed in the peeling chrome 
discs that dotted the walls under the house. It had some­
thing to do with the endlessness of a hubcap's turning, 
round and round, like a vision of eternity. Something like 
that. Analysis wasn't Pedro's thing. 
"Reckon I saw that bloody Mack a�ain yestidee." 
"Jeez, ya not still chasin that are ya? groaned Ding. 
''Better believe it, yer knob for brains, an' I'll haul that bas­
tard an all", and Pedro's eyes bucked in their sockets like a 
�air of riled rodeo nags. 
'An' do ya know why it's called the Big Mack?" He 
squinted at Ding. · 
:'C�use it'll go nght through ya without stoppin' if yer ever 
m 1ts way." 
To explain. There were three hubcaps that Pedro had long 
coveted. Partly because they had the tang of destruction 
about them. They were relics from a moment in time when 
time and regularity had been suspended. Like the splinters 
of bones nestling away in the Catholic churches, especially 
� the Italian-rich towns of Ingham and Innisfail, true and 
JOlly remnants of the Saviour; like Pharlap's heart. Such 
hubc�ps demanded respect. Pedro called them, without any 
consaous attempt at humour, skulls. 
One skull belonged to the mag-wheeled fat-tyred Monaro 
that had slammed into Happy's Kwaka 900 early one mom� 
ing aJong the Cairns espfanade, not far from the Base 
Ho�pital.lhere was no reason to call him Happy before the 
· a cadent. �ut w.hen. the Monar�'s front gz:ill smacked onto the oncommg bike, 1t sent machme and nder somersaulting 
onto the footpath and into a no-standing anytime pole. 
Happy's left leg divided at the knee. He never learnt to 
wall< comfortabfy with the new leg but he could ride as well 
as ever. The Monaro hadn't been seen since. 
?ku11 n�ber tw� was a set of hubcaps that had been 
giVen, bnefly, a sem1-Iegendary status. The vehicle had been 
a VW beetle until it was head-butted by a Cairns City 
Council wo�ktruck scurrxing down the Kuranda Range. The 
petrol tank m t�e bee.tle s nose exploded on impact provid­mg a pyrotechmcal display for the gawky-eyed possums in 
the trees. What the possums may not have appreciated was 
that the two oc�pants of the car were an unwilling source 
of fuel for the frreworks. In the early hours of the morning 
the Traffic Accident Squad found the charred bones of the 
driver stiii clenched around the steering wheel. Knowing 
when to stick with a good thing, the Glirns Post ran the 
same photograph over three days. 
"But that Mack...". Pedro's hands fluttered while he 
chased the words. 
".Th.ey reckon out west when it gits goin', 140 150 clicks, the ng JUS! sways across both sides of the road so's ya have to 
clear off the road altogether when ya see it comin'." 
Ding crossed his legs and watched a trail of ants on the 
. floor. Occasionally he rubbed out part of the line with his 
toe; he enjoyed murder on a small scale. Pedro talked on. 
"I heard it done a trip once from the !sa to Karumba with a 
!�ad of cement, bags and bags, and it come to a gully one 
mght, ya know, a real narrow little bastard with steep in­
clines down and up." 
"So the cowboy guns the rig down the slope imagine it 
mate, like half a house on e1ghteen wheels, e;cept there's 
about fifty cattle, hercfords or somethin', anyway they're 
standin' down in that gully spread across the road then the 
Iights're in their eyes, like stunned mullet, and that Mack 
hell it just whipped right through em like they was hors� 
shit. Had to stop later on though t' dear the blood and muck 
off the windscreen." 
. �edro. car�fully dropped a B-52 load of fag ash onto a pwneermg line of ants. 
''Mack the Knife, they call that rig now'', and he rolled his 
eyes and laughed. 
WOOD N. TOP 
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TOAD BALM 
You have emotional problems. 
And that's not all, dogs follow 
you down the street and eat the 
bits that drop off. You need 
the agony column that really 
hurts. It's torture. Look at those 
thumb screws. "But that's not 
my thumb." That's OK, that's 
not my thumb screw. If pain 
persists, please see your doctor. 
Dear Toadbalm 
Ever since I started using the pill, my hair has fallen out, my 
skin's gone green and my breath could kill a moose. I've 
considered going off it, but my boyfriend won't let me. 
What can I do? 
Desperate, Smelly and Confused 
•Dear Desperate 
Who's your boyfriend? The elephant man? If I looked as bad as 
you, I'd grab anyone I could get! Stick with tliis guy and you'll go 
places. 
Dear Toadbalm 
I'm 13 and have been �oing out with my boyfriend for 6 
months. Every time we re alone he asks me to "go down" 
for him. So I did; I've gone down to the shops andTve even 
gone down the coast for him but he stili seems kind of 
frustrated, rolls his eyes a lot, groans and wimpers. 
Jackie 
•Dear Jackie, 
Listen kid, don't you think you're just a little young for a serious 
relationship right now? Go down for him only if he goes down for 
you first. Who is he anyway? Roman Polanski? 
Dear Toadbalm 
I went to a blue light disco and fell in love with Sergeant 
Smith. Now he wants to leave his wife and kids and do sub 
senior again. I just found out he always wears a gun. Any 
suggestions? 
•Dear Cherie, 
Cherie, 120Y Lovers Lane, Tugan 
Forget it. Dating cops is bound to get you into a lot of trouble. Tell 
him you've go� herpes; And by the way, I'll give you Jifty bucks for the gun anti hzs head m a blanket. 
Dear Toad balm 
Last night my sister and me heard some funny noises com­
ing from our parents' bedroom. So we got the betacam and 
viaeoed everything. We're now selling more than five a 
week at school. Should we give them 10% or should we wait 
and see how it goes internationally? 
Biff and Ondy, Grade 3 
•Dear Biff, and dear dear Cindy 
Are you serious? You haven't got an agent? Call me. We'll do 
lunch. Anytime. 
Deareth Toadbalm 
It causeth me pain to write this, but yea verrily doth I have a 
· sizeable problem which weighs upon me greatly. Arthur has 
left me tfie key and Guinevere lool<s upon me with those big 
brown eyes. What shouldst I doeth? 
Launcelot, Camelot (but wipeth it ofD 
· •Dear Launcelot, 
If your key is 
a) To the liquor cabinet, drink but don't forget to top up the 
bottles to the mark. 
b) To the stables, neigh verrily neigh and don't mind those 
withering looks 
c) To the Porsche, drive yes, but wind back the speedo and 
don't leave your codpiece m the glove box. 
Dear Toad balm 
I listen to country music, I know what luv is all about. 
Where's my cowboy? 
Daarlene 
•Dear Daaarlene, 
Somewhere out there, is a lummox with your brand on him. 
. Dear Toadbalm 
I can fuck anything! 
Frank Booth 
•Dear Mr Booth, 
Way to go, Frank. Keep up the assertion classes. 
Dear Toadbalm 
I am a sensitive, reformed; art loving person who doesn't do . 
drugs anymore. Problem is, I'm not sure if I can still fuck. 
Dennis Hopper 
•Dear Dennis 
Fuck fucks, man, you're a fucking star -let ' em fuck themselves. 
rain 
Yoghurt 
I fs not my car, it belongs to my brother. Can you hear the guilt and denial in · those words? But this time it's true, honest. And anyway, there's nothing 
really wron� with it. I thought there might be 
problems wtth the rust, but no; after all, this is 
Queensland. They don't interfere with your 
civil liberties here. Well, not much, anyway. 
You can't march in the streets, strike, or imply 
that prominent politicians might be corrupt, 
but they'll let you drive a death trap. 
"Death Trap" might be a bit harsh. 
Until the chassis actually falls off, 
it's reasonably roadworthy. Chas-
sis. Remember them? That's how 
they used to build cars before the 
Anyw�y, there was a guy from Leo Muller (Think Toyota) 
at the perspex factory getting a new windscreen for his 
yacht, or something. lt might even have been Leo Muller 
himself. Who knows. The guy cutting the perspex for my 
back window suggested I ask about a trade in.l was cool. 
How was I to know he was setting me up? He was setting 
both of us up. 
"How much would you do on a short wheel base?" 
"Trade in?" 
"Yeah, you know, if I was going to buy a new one." • 
"Well, a new one's about twenty. I'd give you two off. Does 
it go?" 
days of extruded plastic and 
monkey metal. And tfie bull bar -
corr:bined with the rust holes it's 
§Ot that "don't mess with me" feel, 
'I've got nothing to lose". 
�·· ae 
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TOJO CITY 
Lonly recently found out you call 
them Tojos up here. I was a bit 
worried, at first. 
''What am I going to do about the 
rust?" 
'What kind of car is itr' 
"Toyota Land Cruiser." 
"Long wheel base?" 
"No - one of the short wheel 
bases." 
"Oh right, one of the FJ51s." 
"Something like that." Isn't that a 
type of plane? 
"Hey, no worries. Plenty of rusted Tojos up here. Expect a 
bit of rust in a Tojo. What year? '75?" 
'1 thought it might have been a 1960." How could that much 
rust develop in tluit short a time? 
• 
'1 don't think so, let's have a look." 
We went out the front to have a look. He poked his fingers 
throu�h the bodywork in a couple of places. 




Now I thought that since the back tail light was held on by 
the sort of wrre you use for tying up tomato plants and the 
chassis was only connected to the body with pieces of rust, I 
should have really done something major in the way of 
repairs. That's not to mention the big hole in the bonnet 
right over the distributor and the hole under the carpet on 
the passenger's side big enough to put your foot through, 
and the fact that if you opened the back door it would fall 
off. Oh yeah, the Toyota sign fell off - is that what they mean 
by planned obsolescence? When the car goes past the point 
of repair it denies it's a Toyota. 
It wasn't only me. I'd pull up to the lights and people in 
the next lane would lean over and make comments about 
"the cancer", or "white ants" or "termites". And I didn't like 
the way that, when it rained, the water that leaked into the 
car seemed to fill up the radio. 
I had only one way of responding to the type of harrass-
ment I was getting. 
· 
"Yeah," I said. "Beach car. Still goes though. Goes like a 
beauty." 
But now I've learned a better one - I've learned about rub­
ber. All I have to do is draw attention to the expensive all 
terrain tyres, smile knowingly, and say "Good rubber ... " 
THE RUBBER TRADE 
I learned about rubber when I was getting a piece of 
perspex cut for the back window - it was oroken when 
someone smashed their Cressida into the back of the Toyota 
when it was parked - half up on the footpath and everyth­
ing; quite out of the normal flow of traffic. There wasn't 
much left of the front half of the Cressida. 
"Sure, it goes like a beauty." 
"Rust?" 
"A bit." 
"OK, let's have a look." 
When we got outside he poked his finger through the 
bodywork in a couple of places (funny how people want to 
do that) and said: "You know that offer of two .. " 
"Yeah." 
"I'm moving backwards on that figure." 
'What about the tyres? Those tyres cost $250 each!" 
"Yes," he said. "Good rubber. Tell you what. The tyres'd go 
for about five. I'll give you six for the lot." 
"Six?" 
"Six hundred." 
"Oh no, you know, I think I'll hang on to it for a while." 
Well, anyway, that's where I learned about rubber. 
SAND BLASTING 
It doesn't st�p y_ou know. Once !t starts ''The Cancer" just 
keeps burrowmg m towards the vitals of the machine. Even­
tually, something had to be done. I couldn't face these un­
sightly brown rust streaks. I took it to a friend. 
''What I thought of doing," I said, "was sand blasting the 
rust off and treating it and rivetting bits of metal over the 
holes and then repamting it." 
"Sounds like a good idea. Let's take a look." 
Well you know the rest by now - the fingers through the 
bodywork, the shaking of the head, the sad smile. 
"What do you use it for? An anchor?" 
Ha ha. 
But still, something had to be done. I tried two paints. 
Grey metal exterior, and zinc chromate metal rrimer rust 
inhibitor. That sounded good. I had great hopes for the rust 
inhibitor. I knocked off a bit of the surface rust, and sprayed 
over the stains. It's amazing how quickly you can get 
thr_ough a can of spraypaint on a big thing 1ike a Toyota. I 
fmished the can of grey metal exterior in no time and had to 
finish off with the rust inhibitor. You see I was trying to 
match the original colour. Soon I had 4 colours: the original, 
2 different prunts that didn't match, and the brown of the 
rust. Carnotiflage. 
OK - Let's do this properly. I went out and bought four 
cans of metal primer rust inhibitor, waited for a sunny still 
day, masked all the windows and bits of rubber and flashers 
and number plates and stuff, got a friend to help me, and 
we sprayed it. Four empty cans later, we had cfone about 
three quarters. I needed more paint. But I didn't have a car. 
So I ran all the way to Kratzmans. 
"No, sorry, we don't have that coloi.tr." 
Out onto Moggill road; fmally, a taxi passed. 
'1ndooroopi1Iy Shopringtown." 
I fmally got back with the paint (and paint isn't cheap you 
know), and fmished the job. The Tojo was reborn. 
PULLING TO THE RIGHT 
Driving this new, zinc chromate Toyota was a blissful ex­
perience. No longer did every late model ford look like a Q 
car. No longer did I pull over to the side of the road and 
hide in the bushes every time I saw a set of squarish 
headlights in the rear-vision mirror. (This was getting very 
boring, they're all squarish these days.) 
I was driving like a man with a new machine, a boy with a 
new toy, and I was loving it. Then I noticed a tendency of 
the car to pull sharply into the oncoming traffic whenever I 
applied the brakes. This was disconcerting, but not over­
whelming. With such beautiful bodywork - apart from the 
holes - what was a little grabbing in the brakes� 
PULLING TO THE LEFT 
Anyway, it went away after a while. These things usually 
do. ft no longer pulled to the right - in fact it was pulling 
ever so slightly to the left. I wanted to have it serviced to 
take it over to Stradbroke, so I said casually, "Have a look at 
the brakes, will you, pulls to the 
left." 
When I went to pick it up, they 
told me the car was in great condi­
tion, heaps of power and they'd 
brought the petrol consumption 
back to over 10 miles to the gallon, 
goes like a beauty, good rubber. 
And the brakes. Well the right 
front's gone, and the left front 
should go pretty soon, so that'll 
even it up. Cost about $200 to have 
them done. 
"Right." 
And they were right, too. The 
other side went, and it stopped 
pulling to the left. Somewnere 
about this time the handbrake 
went - it still worked if you put the 
handbrake on, and put the car in 
gear (you had to be stopped, of 
course) and let it sink back against 
the gear. Then the handbrake held. 
Why is it so? 
GAFFE RUSTING 
That last trip to Stradbroke though - when that salt water 
gets under the paint it really seems to eat into the car flesh. 
You've got to wash it off after being down the beach, of 
course, out that's supposed to be the sand and the sea water 
you wash off, not bits of the car. 
Sterner measures were called for. It was time for the gaffer. 
Marvellous stuff, gaffer. They even took it to the moon - it's 
your all purpose neavy duty industrial strength adhesive 
tape. "Hole in the space module? No worries, we'll just gaf­
fer it." 
What you do is stretch this gaffer tape over the rust holes 
and then spray paint over the top. This was better than ever. 
Even the nole in the bonnet was fixed. And the side panel? 
Good as new. But some people are never satisfied. Since I 
put on the gaffer reople have definitely gone off driving 
around with me. I they do, they look at fhe inside of the 
gaffer where it shows through the holes and say: 
''What's that?" 
"Gaffer tape." 
"Gaffer tape eh? ... you know what?" 
"What?" 
"Your gaffer's rusting." 
YOGURT BRAINS 
And that's not all they complain about. Ever since the 
shock absorbers went and since the springs have had it, 
people who ride in the back say their orains are being tur­
ned to yoghurt. Ha ha. Good vibrations? I ask. You know 
the sorts of droll people that will ride in the back of a 
Toyota. What class of people are they, anyway? 
One of them said the other day:" This is not a rusty car, it's 
a rust that's a bit car-y." 
And meanwhile it's gone back under ten miles to the gal­
lon. It must happen to every driver of a car that uses a lot of 
petrol but lately I've been very strongly believing in the 
magic tank of petrol. Every time I put twenty dollars worth 
in (it usually lasts about three days) I'm convinced that 
somehow the petrol gauge will never go below half full. 
Whenever I get in and switch on the ignitwn, the needle will 




Love hurts, Love kills, Love is a 
drug. In every home a heartache 
and in epery brain a whole mess 
of chemicals, slopping around 
as we stagger from one' emotion 
to another. 
N eil was in the office, his third or fourth day on the job, and he saw her standing there. His heart went boom as he crossed the room. 
"Hi, J'm Neil, the new articled clerk," he said and ad­
renalin coursed through his veins like a heatwave. 
'Tm Jenny, Mr Fletcher's PA," she said with a smile. 
"P ... A ... 1" said Neil, mystified and confused by the 
proximity and the sharp, chemical tang of her perfume. 
''Personal Assistant," Jenny said smiling again. "I help him 
out." 
"Help, I need somebody," Neil said, "just to explain how 
things work around here. I'm an expert in Constitutional 
Law, actually." 
"Are you, actually?" Jenny said, smiling again and only 
sending him up slightly. "If you've got any questions, just 
let me :Know." 
Neil drifted back to his desk, temples throbbing as the hor­
mones of romance got it on. 
· '1 want somebody to love," Neil thought. 
Neil lived with his mother. He lived an ordered life. Work­
ing on the chain gang by day, working on his thesis by night 
and at the week-encfhe tinkered with his Kwaka 500. Love 
was in the air, just e-motion away. 
At first he was very happy, confident that a genius in con­
stitutional law like himself would have no worries wooing 
Jenny. He had style, he had charm, a gold Rolex watch, a big 
bike and a law degree. Just what she always wanted. She 
was friendly, helpful and then one day, back at the 
photocopier, Neil finally got up the nerve to put the big 
question. 
"So what about lunch?" he asked. 
''My boyfriend wouldn't like it," she said with a smile as 
she wandered off. 
That was a setback but Neil continued the campaign. Before 
too long ... 
He watched Jenny, he sent her flowers, he contrived to 
catch the same lift as they left work, but nothing worked. 
Her smiles turned to blank stares as she patiently explained 
over and over again that she already had a boyfriend, a 
mechanic who lived in her street. 
Neil was frustrated. As summer turned to autumn, his in­
fatuation turned to obsession. He thrashed his bike around 
Mt Cootha, enjoying the brush with death on Deadman's 
Curve. No grease monkey boyfriend was going to stop a 
constitutional law genius from getting what be wanted. You 
can't always get what you want, but ii you try, sometimes ... 
DR-AM A 
At the office car rally, Neil rode his bike. At last she 
watched him, he revelled in her gaze and pulled up in front 
of her. 
'Want a ride?" he said. 
Her bo;friend was working on the senior partner's Porsche. "Sure,' she said. Neil was at least polite and she did like ex­
citement. 
They rode around the show ground and then up and down 
the highway. Neil deposited Jenny back to the boyfriend 
and then rode off in a Ciream as the hormones excited by her 
close proximity did their damage. 
All that week she avoided him at work. Just when he 
thought he had a groovy thing happening. Her mother 
wouldn't put her on the phone at home. He mooned around 
the office, hoping to catCh a glimpse of her. He �dn't have 
the research done for a High Court case on SectiOn 92. The 
senior partner had him in for a little chat and told him in no 
uncertain terms to pull his socks up and not worry about 
her, many more fish in the sea. His mother insisted on 
taking him to a tennis game on Sunday afternoon. There 
was a girl there he was supposed to court. It was all so 
pathetic and obvious and banal. 
The thesis was finished that night. A detailed analysis of 
the Constitution showing how brittle a document it is, im­
possible to change and not capable of controlling the execu­
tive that it established. A facist government coufd turn it to 
their own advantage, just as easily as the present regime use 
it for their own pecuruary purposes. 
Neil felt ambivalent about the thesis. There were sugges­
ted strategies here that could radically alter Australian hle if 
they fell into the wrong hands, but he had to submit it be­
cause, after all, it was a work of genius. 
He wrapped it in brown paper and dropped it 'at the 
University that night. 
He was standing in Isles Lane at quarter to eight on Mon­
day morning. He had left his bike in a no standing zone. 
Nothing mattered anymore. He held a sawn-off shotgun 
under his duffel coat. People streamed past, on their way to 
work, oblivious to his pain and desire. Neil had a premoni­
tion. He saw people reading the afternoon paper on the 
train, marvelling at the dotted lines where the bodies would 
lie and turning to one another to comment about their close 
brush with death, with fame, with a genius who made a dif­
ference. 
Then he saw her. She's so fine, she's so beautiful. Neil felt 
for the trigger. Hey, Joe, where are you going with that gun 
$i � ?!! :J;>.l, 
y ou,re. not a 
human �ex.e:r. 
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in your hand. Then he had a wave of self-doubt. 
"I can't go through with it," he thought as she came across 
the pedestrian crossing. "I'll just go up and talk." 
"Tell her that you love her, tell ncr that you need her," he 
started to mumble, once again feeling the chemicals flow. "I 
know I'll never find another you," he said out loud as he 
stumbled through the crowd towards her. "I can make you 
o happy," and tnen he was before her. 
She slipped around him and kept on walking as though he 
had been just another obstacle on the road to nowhere. 
"Hey, Honey," he shouted out and grabbed her by the 
shoulder. The top half of her body turned. She looked at 
him blankly, not comprehcn<ing tne purpose of the gun, 
still trying to ignore him. 
"We're going to the Chapel of Love," he said and pulled 
the trigger more out of nervous tension than the desire to 
hurt anyone. Then the gun took over. It spat out lead and 
noise everywhere. Jennx crumpled to the ground. Neil 
noticed that he couldn t hear anything. He saw papers 
blowing along the lane but he couldn't Ieel the breeze. He 
turned to face the wind as he reloaded the gun and still he 
couldn't feel anything. His face was numb, it was like stone. 
He turned and saw her lying there quite dead, legs 
sprawled, looking pathetic and beautiful. I love you, fie 
thought. 
Then he remembered a time he was travelling west with 
his uncle. It was just before daybreak and tfie sky was 
luminous. The full moon was setting, sitting on the lip of 
that flat open plain. He woke from a half-sleep and he saw 
the moon guarded by two morning stars. His heart sang. He 
felt a wave of well-being wash over him, he felt like a god, it 
was all clear, life, death, good and bad, all so clear. Then he 
had the feeling that the road was rushing up to meet him; 
that he and the road were slowly coming together; that he 
was about to be obliterated. 
And that feeling of golden terror came back, that moment 
of awareness and destruction, of living forever with the ten­
der light of the sky and at the same time bein� sucked into 
the inescapable black. "I'm sorry," Neil said . 'I loved her." 
He leant over the gun and pulled the trigger . 
... sometimes you get what you need. 
STEVEN STOCKWELL 
This is Melbourne 
I step off the tram thinking I am going to a party, a party in somebody's flat where there will be beer and couples who will declare themselves as soon as I am able 
to focus on something which is not a chair. 
And I am standing on something waiting to 
cross the road, waiting for the lights to change 
with two bottles of cider in a paper bag and 
the wind freshening in my face. 
It's still light. I try not to make judgements but there seems 
no sense going to a party when it's still light. But it will be 
light, faintly light, the wind has brougnt some douds, 
enough for a jacket, for hours. Light enough to see my 
· hands in front of me. They are lizard's hands. The backs of 
my hands are scaly. They look old. There is a line of pink 
new skin where my dog has scratched me. He gets so ex­
cited, he is uncontainable. I suppose I encourage it. 
They, my hands, look like my father's hands which are 
scaly with sun cancers and often bleeding, the skm is so old 
and thin. And I am taking these hands, my father's fascist 
hands to a party. I sec my friend outside, on the footpath, al­
ready there, already pissed. She is talking to somebody I dis­
like and she knows f dislike him. She is wearing a long gold 
plated chain around her neck and huge angel snaped 
earrings. She does this to try and look a bit glam. Her badly 
cut hcnr is pushed behind her ears. She looks a bit French, or 
perhaps a liit Spring Hill. 
This is the time before I have a car, so I cnn happy to sleep 
on the floor of an empty room at the end of the party. I have 
my drecnn about driving a car in which the steering wheel 
spins free] y and the brake pedal offers no resistance. In the 
morning it is raining. I dedine coffee from the people who 
arc emptying ashtrays, find the bathroom, then the front 
door. 
The waterfall continues under trees and a few people arc 
driving cautiously to get their Sunday papers. I am walking 
cautiously with iced water seeping through the toes of my 
worn boots. I have high hopes of making it all the way 
home on foot. There is a contingency plan involving a taxi 
and some borrowed funds if and when 1 decide to give up. 
Which I don't, but there are compromises and I succumb 
to a smug feeling of nostalgia for other Sunday mornings 
and take a side pew in a church I cnn passing. They are 
halfway through and there seems no sense, no compulsion 
to stay. I wisn I'd saved up for future weddings and 
funerals. So I find the door again declining bread and wine. 











H e' d always been concerned with images and that was, he supposed, one of his strengths. Keeping up . �ith the Joneses, whatever you liked to call It. People pooh-poohed it, but im­
ages were very important. Some aspects of his 
life were fine, but he was concerned about 
other areas. Women, for instance. Tried to lift 
his game there, get away from the 
schoolteachers and students, but he never 
seemed to meet anyone suitable. 
He was a professional man of some standing - there 
weren't too many twenty-nine year old stockbrokers about ­
and really what he wanted was a professional woman. A 
girl with a degree. Someone who understood business, un­
derstood him. Not that he was after a slave - he liked the 
idea of working women, even though the mythical she may 
need a few years off to have children. 
The trouble was, most of those were married by the time 
they hit the workforce, often to the sons of family friends. 
That always touched a sore point - he'd worked bloody 
hard to get out of Deagon and Sandgate High and 
Australians were supposed to respect someone who came 
up the hard way. 
The old boy network was especially rife in stockbroking ­
the number of his contemporaries who had started work 
with their fathers' firms! He'd got his first job through sheer 
bloody ability, although he had to admit that Jonathon (or 
more particularly, Jonathon's father) had got him the inter­
view. But he'd packaged himself pretty wen. 
There. That was it. Image, presentation, it's real!{ very im­
portant indeed. And that was at the heart o this girl 
problem. He'd tried hard to be a rager at parties- danong 
conspicuously, drinking heavily, tellmg loud jokes- he was 
in the forefront of it all, and yet really, his raging years 
should be past him. It worked very well when ne was 
younger, it gave the appearance that he had a lot of energy. 
Life of the party types were good, corporate men. But now 
he thought he should be a littrc more responsible. 
He'd made a good effort at Bernard's party. He'd met a 
girl, a solicitor, not a WASP, not a snob, just an or�tinary girl 
made good. In other words, someone he should culttvate. 
But really, he just couldn't talk to her. She expected him to 
make all the running in the conversation, but he knew he 
talked too much and was, at times, a bore, so he wasn't 
going to fall into that trap. But what do you do? If he asked 
too many questions he Felt like an interrogator, and there 
was a limit to the number of observations he could make. 
Actually, it was pretty pathetic all round. Two people -
educated, profess10nal people, supposedly on the way up, 
whose opinions should count - reduced to talking about 
films. He didn't really know much about films, and neither 
did she, and after about twenty minutes he went back to 
flirting with Jonathon's wife. 
That was a big worry of course. Because all his friends 
were married, he tended to move in married circles. And 
there was a big difference between married people and 
single people. Very rarely did married people stay round 
with smgfes after the nuptials. So getting out was a 
problem. Ispccially since hanging round in· bars, the Fridav 
night binge, seemed pretty puerile now. ' 
His clothes, though, he was very happy v.�th. Before, he 
used to wear what everyone else did - dress to the lowest 
common denominator- but lately he'd been developing a 
sense of style. He wondered how many people noticed rt ­
in a way they shouldn't because style was such an in­
dividual matter. You did it for yourself first, then others. 
An.d �is career was going very well. Really it was the basis of h1s hfc. He loved !he stock market, the buying and sell­
ing, the speculating. As a lifestyle it couldn't be ocaten. He 
often wondered why anyone wanted to be anything other 
than a stockbroker. It was, in the purest sense of the word, a 
man's life. There were very few women on the stock market, 
and this was, to his mind, a vindication of the natural laws 
of business. 
· Women were very competent, but - in areas different to 
men. Law, for example. A woman's place wasn't in the 
home, it's in law, he'd often joked. He liked that joke, and 
that style of joke. It gave him a rerutation as a bit of a wag, 
but still, a concerned guy. Most o his friends, both married 
and unmarried, thought he was a bit of a swinger, and he 
�ften thought so too. Hell, �vhat was wrong wtth a good 
llme? 
Well ... image, basically. He'd have to apply a good deal of 
thought to this problem. Highlight his good points. He'd 
come a long way since Sandgate High. He'd been a good 
sportsman, he could talk about football experiences. Or 
travel. Being lost in the wilds. Things like that. 
ANDREW FRASER 
Actually, it was pretty pathetic all round. Two people- educated, 
professional people, supposedly on the way up, whose opinions 
should count - reduced to talking about films. 
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Paudible Sound 
R emember the valve wireless, that deco lump of brown bakelite on the living room sideboard? Remember how the whole family would cluster 
to hear the latest episode of their favourite 
serial, all staring intently at the dial as if 
they'd miss something important if they dared 
look away? 
Yeah, it was fun, but the old valve wireless was not 
without a few inherent problems. Being basically a piece of 
furniture, the unit was only rendered "portable" by bunging· 
a car battery into its base, making it roughly the size and 
weight of your average bar fridge.l'he sort of thing that Ar­
nold Schwarzenegger coold carry around on his shoulder. 
Maybe. 
Of course, that was all to change with the invention of the 
transistor. No more bulky appliances and restrictive power 
requirements. The trannie was born! Smaller than a 
breadbox and more fun to take to the beach, it soon com­
bined with rock'n'roll, surf music, sex and drugs to win the 
hearts and ears of a generation. It gave hip kids the chance 
to hear what they liked, when they liked, where they liked, 
while they were doing what they liked and with whom they 
liked. Yep, they liked 1t. 
An Auralble Way To Die 
Since then of COtJTSe cassettes and the walkperson have 
opened up a whole new range of possibilities in the area of 
antisocial behaviour and simUltaneously proved to be a su­
perb culling mechanism for unwary cyclists and 
pedestrians, while the portable cassette player took a Char­
les Atlas course and became the Ghetto l3laster, ushering in 
a new era of megawatt power. 
Never before has it been so easy to invade the aural 
privacy of such large groups of innocent bystanders. Never 
before have so many oeen subjected to the musical fascism 
of so many. Never before have you hated those FM com­
mercials so much . Booster amplifiers nested with car stereos 
to make it possible to park your panelvan on the headland 
and still be able to hear Van Haien in the surf 200 metres 
away, with 7 on the volume scale roughly equal to the 
threshold of pain and 10 becoming an effective tool of death 




A Life Management Course 
for the Modern Age 
1. CARS 
Ever wondered why you srend so much time behind the 
wheel? Does it sometimes al seem so pointless? In fact, are 
you guilty about contributing to the destruction of the 
ozone layer? Worried about the immorality of the single oc­
cupant commuter vehicle? Are your car fumes causing em­
physema and lead poisoning in that poor little foundling? 
No longer need you hang your head in shame! This course 
will teaclt you to feel good about the car-you relationship. 
You're getting yourself from point A to point B in comfort 
and style! 
2. ROMANCE 
Make your life into a real life Mills and Boon. 
Gentlemen, become that gruff, darkly sinister, six foot six, 
flashing eyed sexual locomotive with the ten inch "evidence 
of manhood". 
Ladies, you could be that virginal, sweet, high spirited, in­
telligent but nevertheless vulnerable beautifw orphan who 
is thrust into the immoral world to grapple with the hero's 
animal passions, your own "swelling femininity" and the 
constraining societal values inculcated into you by your 
dear dead Daddy. 
Happy ending guaranteed. Bring your own costume. 
DAVID ROBERTSON 
�DearCTI 
See, I told you it really 
worke_d. And you all thought 
I was crazy. 
Peter Brock 
Materialised inside a rock 
The Moon 
�Dear CIT 
Cadillacs, coke, and all the 
sex I can get. 
HueyLewis 
It's hip to be Rich 
Nowhere, USA 
�Dear CIT 
You can get AIDS from 
mosquitoes, and Herpes 
from toilet door knobs. Mas­
turbation does send you 
blind and smoking doesn't 
give you cancer. 
People who don't believe 
anything 
120 Yellow Brick Road 
Oz 
�DearCTI 
Ever farted while trying to 
blow your nose? Well a 
similar kind of thing hap­
pened to me. Oh yeah, sorry 
about the radiation. 
Lucas Heights Reactor 
All over Sydney 
�DearCTI 
To $leep, bah! Perchance to 
dream! Verily, it is impos­
sible . T he Burough 6oys 
have placed a concretious 
byway about my 
cemeterium. 
Will Shakespeare 
Stradford on M1 
�DearCTI 
While pursuing my studies, I 
have discovered a few errors 
in the old testament. Adam 
and Eve's first son was called 
Marvelle. The next one was 
called Jerry. Moses didn't 
part the Red Sea, but hired 
an 80 ft motor launch from a 
woman called Felicity. And 
apparently Joshua used a 
small nuclear device at 
Jericho. Anything else crops 
up we'll let you I<now. 
LexLuthor 
School for Lateral Bible Studies, 
Dubbo 
�Dear CIT 
While pursuing my studies, I 
have discovered no errors at 
all in the Koran. Mohammed 
was not the result of a union 
between God and a camel, 
and he never drove a Cadil­
lac. However, all those funny 
little brown things in middle 
eastern restaurants really are 
dog turds. 
Terry Waites 
Studying real hard 




Water water everywhere and 
not a drop to drink. 
Liz Taylor 
Betty Ford Foundation 
�DearCTI 




The vessel with the pestle 
Has the brew that is true 
But the chalice from the 
palace has the hep. 
Danny Kaye 
Walter Mitty Foundatwn 
�Dear CIT 
Don't go near the water. I'm 
in it. 
Brian Wilson 
A Beached Bouy 
�Dear CIT 
Every day I go to school and 
the teacher won't talk to me. 
I've tried and tried, but all he 
does is gesticulate in a very 
strange way. I always wear a 
strong perfume. 
Maggie Tabberer 
Marcel Marceau School of 
Mime 
�DearCIT 
The leg bone is connected to 
the knee bone, the knee bone 
is connected to the thigh 
bone, the thigh bone's con­
nected to the wallet. 
A 29 yr old fruit picker from 
New Zealand 
�Dear CIT 
I thought you shut the front 
door. 
T he guy who forgot to shut 
the front door on the 
Belgian Ferry. 
�DearCTI 
Just a yacht race, huh? I sup­
pose Gallipoli was just a 
beach party? Oh yeah, I fed 
the Akubra to Ronnie's dog. 





This is just to set the record 
straight. My boy had 
pnuemonia, cancer of the 
liver, spleen, and brain, and 











You mean tourists are out of 
season? Sorry, I thought the 
licence came with the 4WD. 
An Identified West German 
Plug-em-dead Outback Tours 
�DearCTI 
Arts Programs? Heck we got 
plenty. Give me an idea and 
I'll make up another one. 
Why we've had dozens of 
the little critters. If only I 
could make up my mind ... 
David Hill 
Vascillating a lot 
Gore Hill 
�DearCTI 
Has it ever occured to you 
that some of us don't like 
football? 
People who are forced to 
read instead of watching 
television on Saturday 
afternoon 
The TV Room, 
120 Yellow Brick Rd 
Oz 
�Dear CIT 
What's in a name anyway? 
Paul Keating 
Not even remotely worried 
Canberra 
�DearCTI 
What's the problem? All I 
did was pass my address 
book around so I could fuck 





If the truth were to be known 
I prefer badminton. It's a 
much more civilized game. 
The Grim Reaper 
P.S. The Torso-Shirt is in 
pretty poor taste. 
�DearCTI 
So what? He's a warm 
friendly guy. Gary shouldn't 
have to withdraw from the 
election because of lil' ol' 
moi. 
Donna Rice 
Making a bundle out of TV talk 
show appearances 
�DearCTI 
r don't want to keep harping 
on this, but usually my 
partner wears the gown. 
Fred A stair 
Tap tap tapping on heaven's 
floor 
�DearCTI 
Take a letter. Dear Mr 
Rabuka, here's the beads we 
promisedJou and the Gold Mastercar . Signed covertly 
yours, Fawn Hall. 
Washington. P.S. The ma­
chine guns are under the 
coconut pile on the right. No, 
no, your other ri&ht. 
MaJ.Gen North 
· Still Of'!rational 
lAngley Airforce Base 
�Dear CIT 
You can call me Rita, and I'll 





And they told me it was safe 
to use the backdoor! 
G.Hart 




Talk about funny! and next 
week we're going to do some 
other favounte opera we like 
about gay black paraplegic war veterans! Laugh. You 
bet! 




Look here! I'm a taxpayer 
and I've waited far too long 
for the ABC to lampoon the 
gay black l'araplegic war 
veterans! As 1f we don't give 
enough money to the ABC 
already without having been 
deny the right to some really 






South Pacific! It's Terrific! 
See you there! 
C.Gaddafi and a lot of 
Russians 
At a fishing fleet near you 
�DearCIT 
You think it's easy being the 
Butcher of Lyons?! 
Everybody wanted the1r cut. 
K. Barbie 
Tied to a steak 
Lyons 1 Nazis 2700 
�Dear CIT 
A Porsche! A Porsche! My 





People are really dying to 
shop here, and there's plenty 
of space for the hearse. 
Legion Airconditioning 
�DearCTI 
Well, I guess you finally 
caught up with me. But now 
I'm dead.Honest! 
Name and address witheld 
on request of Trim bole 
Family 




MANDATORY OPTIONS: CANE TOAD TORSO SHIRTS 
Update any tired old body or enhance the latest aero skins with the complete range of Cane Toad 
Times Mandatory Option Torso shirts. Feel like a model change mid-stream? Then be afraid, be very 
afraid, and add a NEW REICH to your faded CTT logo. Feeling depressed? Throw on a Croq Sportif and 
get a few laughs at the local Beryl Wruck Appreciation Society. Up-to-the-minute designs for the Up· 
to-the-minute person you are! From economy to stretch limo sizes we can accomodate all your textile 
urges! All shirts on high quality fabrics guaranteed to last your lifetime. Or longer. Honest! 
THE NEW REICH 
The T-shirt that kept Joh from Canberra. Spawned 
amongst the outer reaches of the ruling class. the New 
Reich is now certified as a bigger threat than AIDS! 
They want your lunch. and they want it now! Methinks 
.you do not protesteth too much! Fight the Joe Putz by 
putting your chest where your mouth is! Otherwise be BACK 
afraid. be very afraid! Remember what happened to 
Czechoslovakia in 1939! And Queensland in 1963! 
COLOR: BLACK OR WHITE T-SHIRT. BLACK AND WHITE FACE. NEW 




THE GRIM BOWLER 
Spawned amongst a few special animals and the 
CIA's laboratories. AIDS has become de rigeur for the 
80's. Now. have a good laugh at Death's expense by 
proudly wearing your Grim Bowler Torso Shirt. And. be­
cause it's got a joke on both sides. it represents double 
value- you're getting these Torso jobs virtually half­
price! Honest! 
COLOR: WHITE T-SHIRT. DARK GREY BOWLER. SICKLY GREEN 
BACKGROUND or BLACK T-SHIRT. WHITE & DEATHLY BLUE PRINT 
CANE TOAD 
PERSPIRATION TORSO SHIRTS 
Colonel Gaddafi says "Buy a Cane Toad Times 
Perspiration Torso Shirt now. you Imperialist swine! 
Yes. look cool this Winter and stay incredibly warm at 
the same time in a brand new AIDS free CTT 
Sweatshirt. Exactly the same as worn by the recent 
Orwell Expedition to Antarctica! And pretty much the 
same as those worn on the Moon. where temperatures 
often reach down to minus lots! This is the latest fashion 
accessory guaranteed to keep you at 37 degrees in 
any country of the World! Honest! These sweatshirts are 
the most up to date CaneToad Lifestyle Accessory 
available this side of the copra curtain. featuring the 
revolutionary Size Enhanced Toad Logo. created ex­
clusively for the Cane Toad Times by internationally 
renowned graphic designer Michael Barnett: And 
that's not all! Each CTT Sweatshirt has it's very own big 
quantumsports mechanics inspired personal number. 
10". printed on the back. PLUS! the valued Cane Toad 
Signature! Be recognised by famous. and infamous. 
writers wherever you go! at any time of the day or 
night! A must for your Winter '87 wardrobe. you'll be 
amazed at the sexual favours this hypertech design will 
send your way! And that's no idle boast! Really! And 
you probably expected to pay over $1.000.000 for this 
famous fashion must. but no! NOW. in a once only ex­
change of a lifetime (and who knows how long that 
will be?) pay a measly $27.69. Includes all postal char­
ges! 
COLOUR: ANY COLOUR AS LONG AS IT'S GREY. PRINTED WITH 
RED OUTLINES AND YELLOW FILL! 
KILLER GREELY 
Spawned amongst the dregs of society and the state 
system that framed him. and brought alive by Interna­
tional design consultant Dave Tyrer, Killer is for many of 
us, and you too. a bigger anti-hero than John Howard! 
A must for any out of prison experience, the Killer 
Greely Torso Shirt shows that with a dial like that. you 
could only have been KILLER GREELY! 
COLOR; BLACK T-SHIRT. HOT FLOURO PINK ACCENT 
LE CROQ SPORTIF 
Spawned amongst the North's stifling tropical heat. 
and political system, Le Croq Sportif will add that cer­
tain something to your wardrobe! Tres chic, tres 
groovey. Le Croq says a certain something about your 
personality ... you're sick! And we have just the treat­
ment for YOU! 





THIS LICENSE entitles you, yes you, to 
drive a Cane Toad Subscription for a 
whole 4 Issues. Imagine the envy of 
your friends when they find out that 
they too can get the Cane Toad Times 
posted to them every issue - they'll 
probably throw up and die and/or get 
one themselves. Over 140 pages of 
newsprint with words and cartoons -
sorry, graphics. thrown in for free. AN 
amazing otter. And this is one license 
you shouldn't be pulled over without. 
Believe us. Our magazine pollee could 
be waiting for you .outside the new­
sagent or anywhere you can think of. 
Yes. even there. So, do the REICH thing, 
and apply for a Cane Toad Sub-license 
- NOW! Computer Crime Gifts our 
speciality. 
Issue 3 Sex, Leisure & Technology 
Issue 5 Death & Style 
Issue 7 Hot Summer 
Issue 2 Religious Mysteries 
Issue 4 Food & Corrup_tion 
Issue 6 Science Fiction & the Family 
SPARE PARTS 
You've just been lying down reading up 
your back issues of the CANE TOAD 
TIMES when a crazed garbage truck 
smashes through your bedroom win­
dow. You can tell it's crazed because 
it's frothing at the radiator. In the ensu­
ing fire and holocaust you discover - Oh 
No! Oh yes!- all your Cane Toad Times 
have been destroyed totally! Well, you 
don't have to go and prostrate yourself 
underneath the newsagent or anything 
- the Cane Toad Times Wreckers Hotline 
. has a complete range of spare parts for 
your collection - everything from 
Religious Mysteries through Big Mufflers 
to Toads in Heat. All high quality originals 
and not just cheap remanufactured is­
sues from the sweaty shops of Brazil. All 
100% Australian made in Gympie and 
Poetry eliminated, tailored to fit neatly 
into your existing collection. 
STOP PRESS! COMING TO A RECORD 
STORE NEAR YOU! SOONISH! 
THE CANE TOAD. 
COMPACT DISC 
Music that you can listen to! Featuring 
all your favourites from the hit mega­
musical of the decade! Over 2400 
seconds of aural pleasure! There's songs 
to remember, and there's songs to 
remember! 
Who could ever forget... and many 
many others! And more! Send straight 
away or immediately for your very own 
personalized tapes! At the low low low 
price of Sx.9 9! Do it today! 
FEATURING: 
Invasion of the poets Yuk!Yuk!Yuk! 
. Startrek parody Beam us down. you 
vulcan bint! 
Illegal earphone recordings! What Did 
Austentayshus say to Rodney Rude? The 
Pope really said that! 
Killer Greely: The Told story! A violent 
and bloody saga of one individual's 
remorsless fight for justice, and 
hopefully, plastic surgery! 
Plus the hit song parodys: 
Frech Testing (Going All The Way) 
Little Red Courgettes 
The Lady That's Dead 
Big Things The BIG song and BIG video 
that's been rushing around the charts 
And many many more 
PLUS! THE JOH RAP/NEW REICH NEW 
REICH DOUBLE A SIDE 18. ELECTION MIX 
And our All Star Quiz 
Plus! 
More laughs per mm than any 5,000,000 
Monty Python records put together! 
Special Limited Edition Only! Definitely 
bound for high-priced collector status! 
Honest! · 
HOUND OF MUSIC 
VIDEO 
Hey listen, I know we told you to keep 
your eyes peeled for this one. but if 
they're hurting too much stop it right 
now. For sure, our engineers and 
producers are working flat out on this 
one to ensure the highest quality 
possible, and it should be VCR ready by 
sometime '87- Honest. Still, waiting is 
most of the pleasure, isn't it.? You bet. 
T-TOWELS 
Available now! Queensland Game T­
Towels! Just $2.99! Just the thing for the 
kitsch en! 
TOAD MOBILE 
Recommended by Dennis Weaver. Any 
reasonable offer refused. We want big 
bucks and un-named overseas investors 
for this high tech operation. By the way, 
John Laws is ineligible to buy any of 
these cars: 
READER RESPONSE SURVEY 
Find out \Nhat you like for only 36 cents!. 
AGE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . AIDS 0 YES 0 NO 0 MAYBE 
SEX D < once/week D > fifty times/week 
OCCUPATION 0 paid 0 unpaid 0 millionaire 
FAVOURITE COLOR ...................................................... . 
STARSiGN .............................................................. . 
WHY HAVEN'T YOU BOUGHT A en Torso Shirt? ............................... . 
FAVOURITE TOPIC ....................................................... . 
HOW MUCH STUFF WOULD YOU BUY FROM POTENTIAL AD VERTISERS? ........... . 
THE PRICE STRUCTURE 
THE SHIRTS: ONE FOR $13.99! TWO FOR $25! THREE FOR $35! 
ONE FREE BACK ISSUE WITH EVERY SHIRT ORDER! $1.69 OFF EACH ORDER FOR en 
SUBSCRIBERS $1.00 OFF FOR PUBLIC RADIO SUBSCRIBERS! 
THE SWEATSHIRTS: ONE FOR $27.69! TWO FOR $52.69! THREE FOR $79.69! 
THE T-TOWELS: JUST A LOW $2.99 EACH 
THE BACK ISSUES: $2.50 EACH OR SIX FOR $10.00 
TOAD MOTORS SALE ORDER FORM 
Medium Large Xlarge XXLarge 
TOAD PERSPIRATION SHIRT Grey only D D D D 
KILLER GREELY Black only D D D- D 
NEW REICH Black or White D D D D 
LE CROQ SPORTIF White Only D 0 D D 
GRIM BOWLER Black or White D D D D 
BACK ISSUES #20 #30 #40 #50 #60 #70 
T-TOWEL Number Required ................... . 
NAME . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
ADDRESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .  · 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  · . . . . . .  TOTAL$ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  · . .  . 
I wish to pay by: D Cheque D Money Order D Bank/Master Card. 
Card No ....... ............ Signature . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  · . . . .  Expiry Date ..... . 
SEND TO: CANE TOAD TIMES P.O. Box 321 Woolloongobbo 4102. Ph:(07) 8915364 
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THE WORLD VIEW 
Misunderstanding • Ill World Events and Trends 
Slaves to 
de-regulation 
Australia used to be richest, happiest, . cutest nation on earth. We rode sheep 
all over the world and had a carefree 
approach to life. Don't you remember? 
Aren't you ashamed of yourselves now? 
You frittered away our economic 
possibilities in an orgy of dishwasher buying 
and long weekends to bring this country to 
its knees. 
Our little shop in the world marketplace 
is in the wrong supermarket complex with 
overpriced goods that nobody wants. The 
staff, when they bother to turn up, spit in the 
faces of the customers and think it's funny 
to mimic their accents. 
Australia's household budget has been 
splurged on holiday treats. The rent money 
went as downpayment on a video. All the 
household goods are down at the pawn 
shop, and you are each personally 
responsible for about US$1.68 billion of. 
foreign debt. 
We should wake up to this terrible fiscal 
overhang and groan, or at least stock up 
the cellar with a range of imported wines 
and cash in on it next month. Remember, 
sooner or later the union cancer will eat into 
the very spleen of the economy, slashing 
and tearing at the throat of profit itself. 
These events have been foretold in the 
Bible over and over again in St. Nicholls 
Letter to the Gold Miners: "Laziness", he 
said, "is the loose hand of the devil", and a 
stray palm down a unionists trousers is no 
way to get coal out of the gound and into 
foreign furnaces. We must make the 
economy do a full stop and then a smoking 
180 back into the right direction. This is a 
totally new direction in economic thought 
but we know it will work. 
This country needs progressive tax 
rates based on the shape of a flattened 
ABC logo to rebuild business confidence 
because they are shy and retiring and need 
a blatant come on. 
If, for example, South Korea introduced 
slavery instead of their admirable Coolie 
system, Australia's competitiveness would 
be internationally diminished. We owe it to 
our close trading parties to pre-emptively 
bring in slavery before it's too late. 
The knocker culture must end. We 
should stand tall and proud in our role as 
the people that run the regional mineral and 
primary products warehouse for our 
partners who make the products we use. 
Capital tax! Whoever thought that one 
up has no idea of the powerful urge to 
reinvest in new industries that is brought on 
by buying and selling blocks of units for tax 
free gains. No idea at all. 
If you want to know more about how we 
can get people in power who will bring 
about the radical, drastic, dangerous 
surgery on Australia's body politic that we 
need, write to the New Reich for our 
booklet: Deregulating the Voting System or 
The way to get the government out of your 
pocket is to get the government in your 
pocket. And watch the Reich World 
Tomorrow telecast to hear amazing 
revelations about the role of Biblical 
Prophesy and Advertising in an election 




G od in His infinite wisdom, knows everything and even where you wiped 
that goobie, but God knows how long it can 
rain in Innis fail. Yet God created weather on 
a Tuesday and every Tuesday it's the 
anniversay of the day God created weather. 
His way is mysterious. In Godly 
magnificence He created surfing on 
Wednesdays and rain on a holiday 
weekend. A year hardly goes by without the 
forces of God's barometer proving to us that 
we are but portholes in a Belgian ferry, and 
someone has left us open. We are 
defenseless to the thunder of His tarts ... the 
lightning of His nylons. 
When it rains fish it's when He's 
cleaning out His aquarium. Tornadoes and 
all sorts of synoptic disturbances He will 
visit upon the irreligeous and extremely 
naughty among you. All He has to do is twirl 
His little finger in the atmosphere. And you 
'think the Socialist, with their scientific 
equipment, with their white coats at.� their 
little bits of silver nitrate they throw in the 
clouds, their speculum and their retort and 
their bunsen burner- do you think this puny 
creature the Socialist can control the 
mighty, global and world-wide forces of the 
weather that have been with us since time 
LETTERS TO THE REICH 
Don't Mention It 
What is this coWltry of ours coming to when our 
very own children are being forced to engage in 
sexual acts against the laws of God and Hayden 
Seargent, and gravity. It's time for all right­
thinking parents to get a firm hold on things and 
to take the sex out of education and put it back 
behind the bicycle sheds and in Southern 
abortion clinics where it belongs. 
All books must be banned, es{>ecially those 
showing unmarried mothers.in compromising 
positions, like having to live on $90 a week, 
W hat luxury, why in my day we were lucky to 
get a slice of blood pudding all week! And, even 
then we had to get up four hours before we went 
to bed. 
That's why I admire a man like the 
ReichFuhrer. Books are obviously bad 
influences on young kiddies minds, except the 
Bible, of course, specially the Old Testament, 
where there's a lot of eye-gouging and rending 
of flesh. And we may as well sack all those 
Communist teachers while we're at it. After all, 
they are just agents of the Socialist Devil! So 
from now on, all SWlday School classes will be 
held 7 days a week, and it's compulsory. 
Understand? · 
Putting theW back into Worship is what our 
Women Who Want To Be Enslaved. group are 
aiming to do, and isn't that what education 
should be all about? All anyone kneeds to know 
is in the Biple, and if you don't believe me, ask 
me again, Sex is never to be mentioned, for 
even the word puts ideas into manageable yoWlg 
minds, but not if we can get to them first 
Yours Forever, 
Rona 
That New·ord-tlme Religion 
Finally, a magazine that puts the family and the 
Church before godless CommWlism. Now I 
know we disagree on some fine points, like your 
rather liberal attitude towards torture and 
repression of our black and not-so-white 
A year hardly goes by without the forces of 
God's barometer proving to us that we are 
but portholes in a Belgian ferry, and 
someone has left us open. 
immemorial, and before that even, when 
God created the world? 
What about pack ice? Try creating 
permafrost and see how far you get. And 
yet God created enough pack ice to cover 
the whole of Antarctica and had enough left 
over for a frozen mango dacquiri as well. 
Don't try it, that's God's advice. 
If temperature and pressur� were 
influenced by the Socialist, there would be 
winds blowing from east to north and all 
over the place and the sun would be 
overhead at three o'clock in the morning 
and we wouldn't be able to get to sleep 
Be warned - the breath of God will blow 
gentle zephyrs on a well behaved people 
but if you covet your neighbours white 
shoes or have sex with more than one safe 
wife, or consort with known union leaders, 
you will hav.e tempests and extremely bad 
weather all day. 
You know those days that are just grey 
and drizzly, and you don't want to go out b�t 
it's not wet enough to stay in,.it's not really 
cold enough for a jumper but it's not warm 
enough to take it off, and the cat smells 
mouldy and your sheets have been on the 
line for two weeks and you've only got one 
pair of underpants and they're the ones 
you're wearing and you've been wearing 
them for three days? Well this is because 
one day a Melbourne person picked a 
goobie of his/her nose and wiped it on the 
back of the pew in front. This could happen 
in your city too. 
brothers and sisters in the Third World; you just 
keep those trendy left wing pinko immoral 
whiteys and humanists on the TWl and I'll soon 
have the peasants eating out of my hand, which, 
we all know , is quicker than the eye, Let's do 
lunch at the Vatican, We have some very fine 
wines at our disposal. Say Tuesday at 3? 
Yours in collusion, 
The Pope 
Gopher-Kangaroo links 
Just let me say this: if it weren't for the New 
Reich, Adolf Hitler would be a .forgotten name 
today, Like me. Oops! Like me, Adolf hated the 
International Communist conspiracy and believe 
you me he knew how to deal with them! 
Yessirree. Legal rights, well gosh almighty a 
gopher has more rights than the average 
American and I sure do admire the way you in 
Qld are getting rid of those pesky kangaroos and 
greedy Wlionists. Congratulations on a damn 
TV Evangelism: 
The Devil's Work? 
Where there is a TV Evangelist there is a deep seated desire for sex and 
fornication, sodomy and gomorrahy. 
Especially gomorrahy! The electronic media 
is the fertile and extremely moist and ripe 
soil for lust and depravity. You may undress, 
you may smoke illicit substances, eat rich 
food and even fornicate in front of the TV 
set, but you never realise just what effect it 
may have on the broadcasters! They are 
weak men and women and men like the 
rest of us, and they too fall prey to the 
pleasures of the flesh, and the body. 
And all that prayer on bended knees 
gazing into the Trinity - sex and drugs and 
rock'n'roll -leads inevitably and without faii 
to sore knees and a great and mighty 
stirring in the loins. A stirring that must be 
answered - quick, it's STD! 
Evangelism! Have you ever thought 
what the word means? If you add up the 
letters, then divide by your birthday and add 
23, you come up with 667 which one more 
than 666, the devil's number, and one less 
than 66?. and it's .also the lndooroopilly bus 
route. And you know where that leads? , 
lndooroopilly! 
In Jesustown, lndooroopilly, every 
member of the faithful has 667 carved on 
their forehead. And every member of the 
congregation has watched television which 
leads to only one thing. In front of the 
television. And you know what that is? SEX, 
advocated and practised and done by TV 
Evangelists, everywhere! "And he that is 
limp shall rise again!" In the words of the 
prophet, covet not your neighbours wife, but 
don't mind me while I have sex with my 
secretary. Tammy won't mind, will you 
Tammy? 
Satan, the horned one, Be-elzebub, the 
little man in the red suit with that funny 
pointed tail, Lucifer, Never-fail Fire-starter, 
Peter Cook, accursed one, air names of the 
once favoured angel, so close to God he 
was his press secretary. Evangelism or 
"Eviction of the Angels". Can this be any 
less than an electo-magnetic emination 
from the depths of channel Hades? What 
further proof do you need? 
There are electrons in a man's testicles. · 
There are electrons in a woman's vagina. 
These are the very same electrons that 
bring you "Just a Minute". 
fine magazine. Please find enclosed a blank 
cheque to be drawn on an Iranian bank of your 
choice, 




Good on you, New Reichers! I've been so busy 
here what with creating unemployment and 
beating up on the blacks and the Irish and the 
unemployed. Life at the top can be quite hectic, 
but I dropped everything to read your magazine, 
and I was especially interested in your Come to 
Queensland scenario. Sadly, we British need 
more of this type of informative literature, and 
so I have enclosed an article for future 
publication; it's titled "Pulling the Gold Teeth 
out of Unionists for FUll and Profit". Once again 
it's a rousing British Hear Hear for the New 
Reich, The Falklands spirit lives! 
Yours in control, 
Maggie 
_Ppinty-Headed 
v· 2,{;>, 1ew ,;; 
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T here is a spectre haunting Australia! No friends it is not the Grim Reaper! It's 
Communism! Vile and damnable Commies 
are threatening to undermine our way of life, 
no one is safe! 
God is dying, fellow Christians, and it is the socialistic 
humanists who are kiling him. 
Verily I say unto thee brothers: thy hour of reckoning is 
due and the time has come to take firm and decisive action. 
And where do we find these Communists you ask me? 
Oh, so now you're asking me! All those years I warned 
you about them, but would you listen? No. 
I've told you over and over again but do you pay heed 
to uncle B.A.? Fat chance! 
It was all so much simpler in the old days. We all knew 
where we stood. But things have changed and you changed 
them. Well, I hope you're proud of yourselves. 
Once upon a time I would have told you to look under 
your beds but in these days of moral degeneration who 
knows who you are going to find down there. 
And you're more likely to find junkies in cans these 
days than you are Commies. 
O.K., so there's a few left in the Labor Party but Hawke 
and Keating are taking care of them. 
W hat about the unions, I hear you saying. 
Hell, everybody else is sinking the boot in so fast it 
makes my head spin. Mudginberri, Robe River, Dollar 
Sweets, the Queensland Government and the Accord don't 
leave much for a self-respecting· corrJllie baiter to get his 
teeth into. 
Once upon a time there were hordes of them waiting to 
sweep down from the north. Now, all we've got up there 
are trading partners and Queenslanders. 
What's a self respecting conspiracy theorist to do? 
C'mon there's got to be a few of you out there. Oh please, 
I promise I won't say too many bad things. How about if I 
keep it to a few "godless's" and a couple of "greedy crip­
pling's" and a "vicous and sinister" every third Tuesday. 
No, I mean it! Really. If more commies don't start appear­
ing on the scene my life will be meaningless. Please come 
out, I know you're there. Aren't you? 
The Myth behind the Myth 
A s he laced on his football boots that cold morn in Dallas, Scotland, wee J. R. 
Nichols knew that it would be for the last 
time. 
Already he had taken the entire contents from his 
widowed mother's haggis tin and booked passsage for the 
"niew coontry." 
The news of gold had sent the hearts of avaricious 
Scots aflutter and our Jimmy was no exception. 
Australia, they all said, was the place he ought to be, so 
he loaded up his pan and he moved across the sea. 
Victoria, home of the gold rush, land of plenty, a place 
where a man of J.R.'s calibre could be in like a shot. Sure, 
wee Robbie had to be dealt with and that wife of his, the 
drunken sloot, put away. But, apart from that, it was all 
plain sailing. 
Ten years latter - it was a long walk from Dallas to 
London - Jimmy arrived in Victoria. It was here that he had 
his three ideas, the last he ever had. The first was to make 
money, the second to do it without working and the third to 
con the people who ha'c! money into giving it to him (unfor­
tunately for our Jimmy he couldn't even claim to have had 
three very original ideas!). 
Australia was very different in those day, quite a lot of 
people had money and some of them had ideas. But as the 
NEW REICH· TELEVISION 
4 
From sunrise to sundown, 
your kind of Television. 
A� a' .. 
4.30 Here's Adolf! The Reich Premier's report to the na­
tion. You'd better listen! 
9.30 Fat Cat and Friends A kid's programme for Heads. 
of Departments 
10.00 The Money or the Oven With StormenFhreurer 
Klaus Barbi: Informing on your neighbours can be a lot 
of fun! 
10.30 The Girl from Pumpkin City Cooking Show hosted 
· by a blancmange 
11.00 The Golden Years of Germany The good old days, 
today. Sing along with Eichmann 
11.30 Unhappy Days The Whitlam Years: Episode 56 
12.00 Mini Series. Points of View, Point of Views. John 
Elliot as himself, Ho B.P. as herself, Billy McMahon as 
B.A. Santalucia, B.A. Santalucia as God, The ALP as 
the communists. Everyone else is under suspicion. 
1.30 MOVIE. The Foundation (Rpt) F.O. (Farmers 
Only) Stirring tale of the rise of a poor marble quarry 
owner to become the architect of the most powerful 
fund-raising foundation in the history of Government. 
Cary Grant as Bobby Sparkes. Vivien Leigh as the 
Businessman. And Francis the· Voting Mule as the 
general public. **** V2 
3.00 Woolloongabba Vice The benefits of Police Bribery, 
Hosted by Jerry Lewis 
3.30 The Gringo Principle Lampoon the Socialist of your 
choice 
4.00 WhiteWash Looking behind the scenes the way we 
want you to see it . 
5.00 The Wheel of Torture Fun and Games in a non-exis­
tent McBrothel. Guest celebrities include big names 
with lots of equipment. 
5.55 Reichstag Report An entirely Factual Acount of life 
in Queensland Today 
6.00 The New Old New Nationals News All the news 
the way we like it here. 
6.30 Youth Group Talent Time Join Herr Big and the 
Kingaroy K.iddies on a musical tour of the New Reich! 
Songs include Queensland Uber Alles and The Con­
centration Camp Blues 
7.00 Land Sale of the Century National Park Giveaways 
hosted by the Expo Platypus 
7.30 Country Party Practice If you go down in the 
woods today you're in for a big surprise! Your compere, 
MrEd! 
7.45 Special . Moonlighting State Banned by order of 
the Ministry of Communication 
8.00 The Big Country Party It's all over this Great State 
of Ours! 
8.30 Here's Adolf (Rpt) Go to bed now!: 
carmy Scot knew, those ideas made them vulnerable to a 
little Nicols' magic. · 
Week in week out the Uncle Doc Nichols' Travelling 
Religious Festival toured the country preaching compas­
sion and love for our fellow man. They lapped it up. 
Donations flooded in like it was the N.F.F. fighting fund. 
Jimmy was a hit. The gold fields were his oyster and he 
was going to get as many clams as he could. If things went 
right the invisible hand was at work. If things went wrong 
it was because the government wasn't doing enough. 
Impassioned sermon followed impassioned sermon on 
the evils of greed and selfishness and the benefits of hard 
work. 
But all was not as it appeared, all the time Jimmy had 
been greedily and selfishly lining his own pockets without 
so much as lifting anything more than his voice. 
Before long even the dim-witted diggers started to see 
through Jimmy's charade. 
But our Jimmy was no fool, he'd been investing his 
money in logging operations in north-west Tasmania and a 
villa on the Derwent. Before anyone realised Jimmy was 
off. A week later his first articles on the virtues of free en­
terprise appeared in the Hobart Mercury. 
The Best.k}@ittt"'@@� 
Defence· 







... ·.· .·· 
L et me tell you about our new foreign policy. It's very good. 
1. Keep all the foreigners out. For too long people who 
-don't look and act like us have been streaming and pouring 
into Australia looking for a handout, just like those ingrate 
Fuzzy-Wuzzy Angels. Well let's give 'em a hand, put the 
boot in and show them out the door. Then we'll know who 
the foreigners are and they'll make really easy targets for 
our good Aussie made bullets. 
2. Attack New Zealand immediately! Even Kiwi dole 
. bludgers won't stand a chance against our sneak nucleah 
attack. Now where did I put that renta bomb I hired off 
those Arab guys? I know it's around here somewhere ... 
anyway, I can always get one off the Yanks or the French, 
they've got plenty to,spare, enough to blow up the world 
fifty times over. Isn't it fantastic! 
3. More U.S. bases. There simply aren't enough of 
them, and while we're at it, why don't we put in a few 
MIRV missile silos in Canberra, they'll look really nice 
next to the High Court. Those damned Ruskies could 
launch at any time! 
4. Universal Conscription. Everybody except women 
would be in the Army, and they'd be in the Women's 
· Reserve, a kind of brothel come hospital. The Army's a 
great life, yessiree. Plenty of meat and potatoes and lots 
and lots of discipline. Forced out of bed at sunrise and then 
they'll bury you up to the neck in sand and vomit all over 
your clothes. It'll make a real man out of you arid sort out 
those homo's that have been infiltrating us from the rear. 
5. All our 303's must be sold to the ConJras. They need 
inexpensive out of date weapons as fast as we can flog 
them off. Also, we must send fresh fruit and lots of 
military stuff to South Africa. We must put an end to darky 
power once and for all. We must teach a hard lesson to all 
indigenous people, just like our ancestors did in Tasmania 
6. Elferyone must wear their underwear on the outside. 
There's far too many vital bodily fluids being wasted in 
Australia and we're going to put a stop to that, don't you 
worry! 





S OME people think that we don't have any policies. Some 
people think that we don't have any principles. Well, you're wrong. 
Completely, totally, absolutely, and very wrong. We don't like k11ockers 
here and we know what to do about them. But anyway. Principles, you 
asked? We've got a million oft1em. 
We believe in freedom. Freedom for the little people. We care for and 
love the little people. We know a lot of them personally. Compassion for 
the little person is important to us, me, at the New Reich. So when big 
brother the Federal Government and the unions try to hoodwink the little 
people into their socialistic attitudes and immorality, we are there to look 
after you and help you through the complexities of contracts. What do we 
ask in return? Nothing! Well, quite possibly, around a 50% return on our 
initial investment. And you call us greedy. We are not greedy, we are 
business people. 
Which brings me to the second 
principle we hold dear to. We 
believe it is everyone's fundamental 
right to work. Not working is un­
natural, it is against the will of God. 
We at the New Reich are horrified 
that so many people are on the dole. 
And we have the answer to that. You 
see the reason people don't work is 
because they don't want to. Well we 
will make them. No more hand outs 
to lazy bludgers. You people think 
that the Government owes you a 
job. Well we don't and if we have to 
make a f�w of you starve to prove it, 
we will. 
Think of the new employment 
opportunities in the under-taking and funeral industries! You people may 
laugh at a death led recovery, but only because your pathetic humanism 
makes you care more about people than about the economy. We at the 
New Reich have our priorities in the right place. We always put the 
economy first, before the people. Only Socialists would do anything else! 
We have imagination, initiative, endeavour. WE are the truly creative 
people in this country. 
And another thing, people say we are racists, that we don't appreciate 
other cultures. Well, that is a load of nonsense. We admire and respect the 
Japanese. We even let them have a lot of this country. Isn't this what WW2 
was about? How can these people call us racists? I just don't know how 
we could have been misunderstood by so many of these people for so 
long! No, it's those Socialists and Aborigines who are the racists. It is 
them who want to keep foreign companies out of our country and National 
Parks, and not us! It is them who think that skin colour should affect 
business relations. It is them who discriminate and not us. 
Which brings me to another of the principles of the New Reich. We 
encourage exploitation, sorry, experimentation. We encourage people to do 
things that some people say are against the laws of nature. Well we make 
the laws here and no law is going to stand in the way of progress. Because 
you see, invention leads to progress. 
And if there's anything we stand for it's progress. We want to get out of 
the way so progress can whiz by untendered. For too long we in this 
country have let vast resources go untapped just because environmentalists 
and southerners and other people that haven't had a decent haircut all their 
lives say we have to protect our national heritage. To these people we say, 
"Get out of the way". It's that sort of person who can't appreciate an 
enormous building site on a misty morning, or the smell of wet concrete, 
or the reflection off a fifty story mirror building. It's these people who 
can't appreciate the simple things in life. They've got their head in the 
sand. And we intend to mine that sand. We know what is right and what is 
wrong. And you don't. 
FROM THE 
TELECAST 
The script of a recent Reich World Tomorrow telecast by A. Revel At ion 
I was Joe's Putsch 
Episode #666 
EVER since the polio virus picked out our leader from 
hundreds of others, he has been singled out by a higher destiny for a 
higher purpose. For example, he was granted an exemption from WW2, 
because He was a primary producer. "And ye shall not suffer the farmers 
to be conscripted, for from amongst them shall come the chosen one" 
(Faeces 7:25). · 
Joe took this as a sign that he should one day rule the people of 
Queensland. His years of experience at a nut farm prepared Him well for 
his entry into state politics, where He campaigned against the wicked 
Gerrymander. 
"If I had a Nicklin for everytime I become Premier, I'd be a rich, rich 
man today with farms and mines and so on, all over this state. You mark 
my words". 
No one can really remember how 
Joe came to be elected to the 
suddenly vacant Premiership, but 
when the other Party members came 
to after the meeting they were in a 
new order. It was the dawn of Right 
thinking government in the 
Sunshine state. 
"Lo!, they shall awaken and they 
shall -endure the endorsement of the 
Leader to secure their re­
endorsement or else!" (Pariahs 
4:56). 
Joe worked hard as Premier 
, getting up two hours before he went 
to sleep every day so he could 
change the course of world history 
and the course of several rivers, 
particularly those near the family farrns. With the Gerrymander fixed (not 
to mention the Racing industry, the Legal System and the Police) Joe 
swept lhe polls with a custom made broom time and time again. 
Repeatedly. Over and over. Ad infinitum. Ad nauseam. Ad Vertising. 
Queensland developed a vigorous balanced economy; the buildings 
going up balanced the digging going down. Party supporters were 
overjoyed as the economic rewards of growth began to flow unhindered by 
redtape and tendering. Nothing was going to stand in his way, not 
teachers, blacks, unionists, poofs, priests, women, women priests, or 
scruffy mobs of professional agitators. Not in his way, or in the way of 
5000 police. Whichever came first. 1972. One Year after 1971 which if 
you add up the numerals is 18 which is three sixes. 666. Why was anyone 
surprised that the AntiChrist soon occupied the Lodge in Canberra? 
Premier Joe struggled with the socialist Satan who wanted to tattoo 
numbers on children and intrude upon intimate family relations. 
In 1975, Joe's champion, a French polisher Albert de la Fields 
vanquished W hitlam. But Joe was not satisfied. Queenslanders all over the 
financial world could never be safe from threats to interfere with the way 
they did things in the great state of ours and yours, in a private jet over the 
real estate in question, and, gathering support from business, big and small 
and nil the little people all over and through this great nation of ours, 
which is really like one big Queensland, Joe tl1rew the non-believers off 
the team and out of the temple. 
" ... and He shall tear agreements that others had made about the things 
that were here yesterday but aren't here today asunder, and there shall be a 
great laughter amongst the press" Politics 6:66 
And so Joe travelled to Religous World where he talked to a giant fish 
which spoke to him and warned of the danger of losing the Jet, the Mere 
and the thousands of millions of dollars worth of other little things that 
make life at the top so bearable. And thus came about the Miracle of the 
W himp Out, and there was much gnashing of socialist teeth on both sides 
of the barbed wire fence. Once again Joe is ready to put the torch of 
freedom to anything that will bum, especially rainforests, unhindered by 
the fire-extinguisher of Socialism 
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TORMENTED? 
• Socialists molesting your children and pets? 
• Cost of quality control ruining your profit margin? 
• Too many state taxes? 
• Frustrated by the will of the people? 
• Pollution laws too stringent? 
• Have to pay your employees a living wage? 
• Can't bribe the cops easily? 
• No legislation backing up your slave camp operation? 
• Environmental controls stopping you making Sl ,OOO,OOO's? 
• Communists teaching perversion to your kiddies? 
• No government propaganda allowed in your schools? 
• Till not big enough to put your hand in? 
• Unionists spending your money on beachfront houses? 
Then come to Queensland 
A Stranger State. A Bitter Life 
WHITE SHOES 
Anyone for tennis? Exploitation? Yacht-side banking? Non-applicable 
Government charges? A Rolls Royce or Two? Surfside apartments or 
shopping complexes? Shady deals? Pork barreling? Tax-free waterside 
homes? Fillipino wives? Kickbacks? 
Then why not slip on a pair of White Shoes and slither up the greasy pole 
to success?! With their special peasant squashing tread, these made-by­
a-large-business-corporation feet-enhancers will provide a souless 
passport to your money making pleasure. Notice how the extra sharp 
wingtips cut through red tape and the tendering process quicker than 
you can slit a goat's throat and give somebody a funny handshake. And 
don't you worry about being a heel, because mud will not stick to them, 
and they're laced with dirty S l ,000 bills. 
For the entrepreneur on the move ... and on the take. 
Contact our handy sales outlets at a seat of government near you. 
WORK POWER SYSTEMS 
Achtung! Seeking all scabs! Pick your own job! We want you, now! For 
lots of really dangerous and complicated work. No experience neces­
sary! Honest! Bonus unsafe working conditions. 24 hour day to begin with, 
rising to a 48 hour day after 2 weeks! Ability to work in chains an advan­
tage. Cowering attitude also desirable. Wages really negotiable, police 
protection and uniforms available on demand. Funeral benefit of one 
second's silence. Let us put you on a charge. 
Contact us on the job hotline 
at a 240 volt socket near your genitals. Now! 
Me Brothels 
Business Managers! Police! Politicians! 
Have you been out pounding the streets of Brisbane trying to lose some 
vital bodily fluids? Then search no further than Uncle Bellissimo's brand 
new chain of non-existent McBrothels! No wonder you can't find them, 
they're not really there, except in the Yellow Pages! And not only do they 
not offer allnite sexorama porno topless and bottomless McSpa baths, 
they also don't provide a personal service, including a grease and oils 
change with total Mclubrication. And remember, every donation goes 
toward the Police Self-Benefit McFund. And Ladies, check out the 
quarter pounder! 
So why not ring McJudith, McDave, or McCorozino on our non-existent 
McBrothel Hotline: Over 40,000 policemen served! Seamen welcome, so 
why don't you come on down and relax to the sound of one hand get­
ting the clap at McBrothels, where we've got nothing at all for you. And 
kids, look out for the McTurd Burglar, he's not there either! 
At any one of our non-existent outlets 
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OUR COVER 
The kids are all Reich! A new wave of conservatism has swept the 
baby boomers, creating a cult of suckers for the Motherland. Their 
consuming passion is to be close to the land ... preferably in an 
intimate, possessive relationship. 
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